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ABSTRACT 

In the early 19th century the industrial revolution manifests a paradigm modification in 

primary energy sources. Energy is obligatory for all modern conveniences and necessities, 

from transportation, heating, and electricity, to the production of goods, food, and all 

industrial aspects. With the growing population and modernization, the world’s over-all 

final energy consumption has reached to an alarming situation. Earlier, mankind was 

mostly relying for energy on firewood burning and analogous biofuels, but with the advent 

in industrialization, there was a need to move on towards the use of fossil fuels. In the 

beginning, coal was employed as a source of fuel, later on, oil and gas utilization had played 

a central role in driving the advancement of today’s civilizations. In 1973, annual energy 

demand was 4661 Mtoe (Millions of tons of oil equivalent), raised to 9425 Mtoe in 2014. 

Meanwhile, renewables such as wind and solar energy have their own limitations 

depending on the natural geographical distribution and intensity fluctuation. Hence, energy 

storage and conversion got a significant interest in the worldwide community because it is 

very operative in both generating power and energy density. The energy conversion has 

most favorable devices comprises of fuel cells based on the alcohols and water oxidation. 

They have advantages of better proficiency and zero carbon emission and can be easily 

used in portable electronic devices and vehicle engines.  

 In the first part of this research work, different transition metal (Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, 

and Zn) substituted α-Co(OH)2 materials are synthesized via a simple solution chemistry 

approach. These materials have delivered superior activities in oxygen evolution reaction 

displaying high current density at low overpotential. In long term stability, all of them have 
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retained more than 95% capacity for 24 h. The substituted α-Co(OH)2 possesses low charge 

transfer resistance and higher double layer capacitance, both favoring the facile OER 

kinetics, which is far enhanced than the up-to-dateelectrocatalysts. These novel innovative 

substituted α-Co(OH)2 have higher surface area due to the presence of interlayer anions 

which widen up the gap between the layers responsible for their better electrocatalytic 

properties.  

 In the second part of this research work, metal oxide-based palladium/reduced 

graphene oxide composites have been synthesized. The synthesized composites were 

evaluated for the direct liquid fuel cells including methanol, ethanol and formic acid fuel 

cells. The PdSr/rGO exhibited the best activity generating high current density with low 

onset potential, because of the large lattice constant of Sr which shifted the Pd d-band 

centers significantly. The significantly improved activity is due to the high lattice constants 

of alkaline earth metals and partially due to the higher oxide content which helps in the 

removal of adsorbed intermediates.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Energy Sources 

In the early 19th century the industrial revolution manifests a paradigm modification in 

primary energy sources. Earlier, mankind was mostly relying for energy on firewood 

burning and analogous biofuels, but with the advent in industrialization, there was a need 

to move on towards the use of fossil fuels. In the beginning, coal was employed as a source 

of fuel, later on, oil and gas utilization had played a central role in driving the advancement 

of today’s civilizations. Energy is obligatory for all the cutting-edge conveniences and 

necessities, from transportation, heating, and electricity, to the making of goods, food, and 

all industrial aspects. With the growing population and modernization, the world’s over-

all final energy consumption has reached to an alarming situation. In 1973, annual energy 

demand was 4661 Mtoe (Millions of tons of oil equivalent), raised to 9425 Mtoe in 2014.1 

Moreover, the non-OECD countries are growing, and this will increase the energy demand 

by 48% in 2040 to fulfill their energy requirements.2   

1.1.1. Fossil Fuels 

Discovery of fossil fuels allowed us to enter a new paradigm. As these resources found 

embedded in deep soil, so productivity seems problematic being costly, and some other 

problems associated with consumption includes, accessibility of identified resources and 

reserves, the health hazards associated with environmental and air pollution, and emission 

of greenhouse gases, leading to climatic calmatives due to carbon dioxide emission directly 

into the atmosphere. Moreover, fossil fuels are dissipated at an alarming rate and are 

destined to end eventually. With the 2015 milling rate, present minerals of coal, oil and gas 
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are going to dissipate in 114, 51, and 53 years3, respectively. Furthermore, known reserves 

describe the assembly of those reserves which are currently known to the world and are 

being extracted under 2015 economical and technical condition. As technology progresses, 

those resources which were considered harder-to-get-deposit at one time turned out to be 

feasible to extract. However, gas and oil capacity has improved in the last 2 decades. 

Overall, supply estimates are not so well defined.4 As mentioned above, hydrocarbon fuels 

have a high-level emittance of greenhouse gases, hence they are significantly harmful to 

humans. According to an estimate, pollution cause death of approximately 7 million people 

in 2012, almost one-in-eight death worldwide, and 3 million of them died only because of 

air pollution.5-6  

 The combustion and extraction of fossil fuels stockpiled in earth crust for ages 

introduced carbon in the form of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. In the last century, 

CO2 concentration has increased drastically in the atmosphere, at the start of industrial 

uprising in 1850 it was 280-300 ppm to 406 ppm in January 2017.7-8 The CO2 is responsible 

for maintaining the global surface temperature, but at the same time, it acts as a greenhouse 

gas and contributed significantly in average increase in the temperature. An increase of 

0.85 °C is observed from 1880 to 2012, and the last 3 decades were warmest of all, as a 

result, extreme weather conditions are being observed around the globe and some areas 

have already experienced catastrophic changes.9 The connotations disrupt the geopolitical 

state of affairs in susceptible areas, since heavy precipitation, floods, heatwaves, or extreme 

winds can cause inhabitable conditions in fertile areas.    

1.1.2. Renewable Energy  
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The last two decades have shown incredible improvement in the advancement towards 

renewable energy technology. This in turn significantly transformed the energy sector, and 

the world moved to a new paradigm since renewable sources tend to compete with fossil 

fuels. Solar power and wind are used at unparalleled inexhaustible rates, and photovoltaics 

using sunlight is already registered as inexpensive than coal, and is estimated to cut down 

fossil fuel expenses for electrical purposes universal by 2020.10 At first it is quite 

glimmering, but the erratic nature of these energy sources is associated with a set of 

disadvantages. Moreover, at the gigawatt scale, electrical energy storage is quite difficult, 

and the entire transport sector is dependent on liquid fuels, unlike the industrial and 

residential sectors. In one report published in 2012, the transport sector was about to 

consume almost 25% of the total world energy consumption, and out of this 25%, 96% of 

the energy is consumed in the form of liquid fuels.2   
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Figure 1-1: Energy scheme relating consumption of power with time. Reproduced with 

permission of Ref.11 

1.2. Energy Storage and Distribution 

With the increasing energy demand, mankind continues to increase its reserves of 

renewable energy, and the problems associated with large scale energy storage 

predominate. The two important parameters for electricity which must be given 

prominence when evaluating technology are the time scale and total power. Figure 1.1 is 

an elucidation of how these factors can be adjusted in this outline. For medium users, end-

users, and for load leveling batteries excel. However, at industrial level, hydrogen has some 

advantages. Studies in 2010 revealed that the already installed grid-connected electricity 

storage worldwide was approximate 140 GW, and most of it was hydro storage (almost 

99%), excluding the total energy available.12 In addition to the primary electricity 

production, the transportation of gaseous and liquid fuels for industrial applications 

constitute a substantial portion of the complete energy milieu. Overall, there is a diminutive 

linkage between electricity, heat, gaseous and liquid fuels, out there perhaps co-generation 

of district heating and electricity. Eventually, the carbon usage needs to be cut off in all the 

ongoing sectors, including transportation, industrial and residential. In this instance, 

hydrogen has an interesting behavior that it can link diverse branches, and at a greater level, 

it acts as a potential reserve. Figure 1.2 describes today and potential future energy milieu. 

1.3. Hydrogen as Suitable Source of Energy 

So far, hydrogen acts as an energy reservoir, but couldn’t get the charge of a primary energy 

source. It is of central discussion, particularly when compared with other potential 
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resources of electrical round-trip efficiency, hydrogen enlisted at the bottom of the power 

to power comparison and provide lowest efficiency13 illustrated in Figure 1.3. However, 

chemical hydrogen storage has shown 22-50% efficiency, while pumped hydro storage 

(PHS) has 50-85% and batteries top the list with 75-95%.12 Therefore, hydrogen is not an 

ideal source of energy so far, however, it is considered as a potential candidate when 

generated from renewables such as solar and wind or via water electrolysis. It further 

allows converting renewable energy conversion to green chemical energy which could be 

either in the form of pure hydrogen or hydrocarbon derivatives. 

 

Figure 1-2. The energy matrix showing the present and future energy consumption. 

Reproduced with permission of Ref.13 

Green energy particularly bioenergy and hydrogen are only renewables which interconnect 

different branches e.g. battery-driven system, the transportation sector is given prominence 

in the market, but are generally suitable for light vehicles and medium distance. Moreover, 

batteries are not suitable for heavy transportation vehicles such as shipping, lorries or 
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flights. In general, power-to-fuel and power-to-gas14 carbon emission must be considered 

and reduced in power-to-feedstock in the steel industry.13, 15  

 

Figure 1-3. Comparison of different energy sectors with roundtrip efficiency emphasizing 

hydrogen has lower efficiency in all the energy production process. Reproduced with 

permission of Ref.13 

1.4. Production of Hydrogen  

Today water splitting produces a small amount of total hydrogen. In 2008, only 4% of 

hydrogen was obtained via electrolysis, while the rest of 96% was obtained from fossil 

fuels, via divvy: coal 18%, oil 30%, and natural gas 48%.11, 16 

1.4.1. Water Electrolysis 

The water electrolysis follows two half-cell reactions: oxygen evolution reaction (OER)17-

21 (2𝐻2𝑂(𝑙)  →  𝑂2(𝑔)  +  4𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  +  4𝑒−), i.e. oxidation of water, and hydrogen 

evolution reaction (HER)22-24 (2𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  + 2𝑒−  →  𝐻2(𝑔)), i.e. reduction of H+ ions. 

Technology and science need to be improved to solve the problems associated with water 

electrolysis. Among these, one such problem is the use of noble metal-based compounds 

to catalyze OER (Ru, Ir)25-30, and HER (Pt)31-36 need to be replaced with Mn37-38, Fe39-41, 

Co42-43, and Ni44-46 for OER and Mo47-49 and W50-51 for HER catalysis. Although the main 
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objective of water electrolysis is to generate pure H2, one cannot disregard the 

opposite half-reaction (i.e. OER), because it's the slow one and has an impression on 

the Faradaic efficiency to a prodigious extent. 

Under the acidic condition, the HER is facile due to the availability of excessive 

protons, and follows multistep reaction via two probable mechanisms52-53, which can be 

differentiated by the obtained Tafel slope through experimental procedures.22-24, 54 

Instantly, initially hydrogen is adsorbed (Hads) on the electrode due to the discharging of 

protons known as Volmer reaction (𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  + 𝑒−  →  𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠). The Tafel slope for Volmer 

reaction has the following expression, 

𝑏1,𝑉  =  2.303𝑅𝑇/𝛽𝐹                                                                                                        (1) 

Hads coverage controls the second step which could be either H2 desorption 

electrochemically or chemically known as Heyrovsky and Tafel reactions, respectively. In 

case of low coverage of Hads, the already Hads will take on electron and proton 

instantaneously to produce H2 molecule (𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠 +  𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  +  𝑒− →  𝐻2(𝑔)), known as 

the Heyrovsky reaction, and the Tafel slope is presented by the following equation:  

𝑏2,𝐻  =  2.303𝑅𝑇/(1 +  𝛽)𝐹                                                                                          (2) 

Whereas, in case of Tafel reaction the two adjoining Hads chemically unite to form 

H2 and its Tafel slope is presented by the following equation 

𝑏2,𝑇  =  2.303𝑅𝑇/2𝐹                                                                                                         (3) 

Under standard conditions the calculated Tafel slopes for these reactions are 0.029, 0.039, 

and 0.118 Vdec-1 for Tafel, Heyrovsky, and Volmer reactions, correspondingly.  Moreover, 

a Tafel slope of 0.029 V/dec depicts the Tafel-Heyrovsky mechanism, and the rate limiting 

step for this mechanism will be electrochemical desorption. Furthermore, the HER is 
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considerably sluggish under alkaline conditions, because it is entirely dependent on the 

counter OER anodic reaction. The following reaction proceeds at the cathode under such 

conditions:  

      4𝑒−  +  4𝐻2𝑂(𝑙)  →  4𝑂𝐻−(𝑎𝑞)  +  2𝐻2(𝑔)                                                                (4)     

The protons liberated are prone to be attracted by the abundant OH-1 ions at the anode in a 

strong alkaline solution limit the HER kinetics. 

 The counter reaction OER has an utterly different story, and the kinetics in alkaline 

and acidic media depends on the material used for OER. Noble metals and their derivatives 

favor oxygen evolution reactions in acidic environment, while non-noble metal 

electrocatalysts for example derivatives of group 3d metals (Ni, Co, Fe) favors OER kinetic 

in alkaline media. The difference lies in the mechanism followed for OER catalysis as 

highlighted in 1986 by Matsumoto and Sato55 in a detailed review, including the wade and 

Heckerman56, and Krasil,shchkov, Bockris57-58, Yeager’s pathways in addition to the oxide 

pathways. Furthermore, these all mechanisms initiate with the coordination of hydroxide 

to active metal sites under alkaline conditions followed by other elementary steps.57-58 The 

overpotential required to initiate the OER depends on the kinetic of these elementary steps, 

and the rate-determining step will be the most sluggish one.17, 19  

 The electrochemical reactions for water splitting in alkaline and acidic media can 

be expressed by the following equations. 

In acid:  

4𝑒−  +  4𝐻+(𝑎𝑞)  →  2𝐻2(𝑔)                                                                                          (5) 

2𝐻2𝑂(𝑙) →  4𝐻+(𝑎)  +  4𝑒−  +  𝑂2(𝑔)                                                                         (6) 

In alkali: 
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4𝑒−  + 4𝐻2𝑂(𝑙)  →  4𝑂𝐻−(𝑎𝑞)  + 2𝐻2(𝑔)                                                                (7) 

4𝑂𝐻−(𝑎𝑞)  →  2𝐻2𝑂 (𝑙)  +  4𝑒−  +  𝑂2(𝑔)                                                                 (8) 

In general, due to various kinetic and thermodynamic hinderance there isn’t any catalyst 

which has a Faradaic efficiency of 100%. As specified above, the best OER catalysts are 

Ru and Ir based compounds, and the catalysts used for HER are Pt-based. Nevertheless, 

using precious noble for corrosive and destructive water splitting is not a good practice at 

the industrial scale as it will elevate the overall cost of H2 production. Later, investigations 

have revealed that the compounds of Ni, Co, and Fe in combination with others can 

catalyze OER in parallel to the noble metals under alkaline conditions. However, they 

didn’t consider the other half-reaction (i.e. HER) in alkaline medium. Moreover, the 

counter-reaction is even sluggish with the Pt because of the problems discussed earlier.  

 There are two possibilities to overcome this problem. The first one is to design a 

non-noble metal, durable and efficient OER catalyst that can potentially catalyze the OER 

in acidic environment and replaces the noble metal catalysts. Nevertheless, the use of Pt is 

still a problem for the other half HER reaction. One such strategy is the use of non-noble 

metal-based phosphides, selenides, and sulfides, but it has its drawbacks as the resulting 

cell will be an asymmetrical one having its own problems. The solution to this problem is 

to design a universal non-noble metal-based catalyst that can catalyze both HER and OER 

without the intervention of noble metals or any separator. The mystery is somewhat solved 

by the production of bifunctional catalysts consisted of Ni, Co, Fe with parallel and 

comparable and in some cases better activities then noble metals. Moreover, such 

bifunctional catalysts are mostly selenides, phosphides, and sulfides of Ni, Co, and Fe. 

1.4.2. Parameters Used to Estimate the Catalytic Activity    
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The following factors must be given special attention to comparing and evaluating the 

catalytic activities of catalysts.  

1.4.2.1. Overpotential (ƞ) 

In general, no such reaction can initiate at thermodynamic potentials without including the 

kinetic parameters in the real systems.17, 19, 52-53 In this context, to overcome this kinetic 

hindrance an additional potential is required recognized as overpotential (ƞ). Three 

different kinds of overpotential for both HER and OER, viz., the activation overpotential, 

overpotential due to solution resistance (Ru) and the concentration overpotential. Among 

these, the activation overpotential is basically an intrinsic property of materials varying 

from one material to another. Henceforth, it can be minimized via hit and trial methods by 

choosing an active catalyst. The concentration overpotential arises due to the sudden 

decrease in concentration at the interfaces soon after the reaction starts and can be 

minimized by using a rotating disc electrode. The overpotential due to solution resistance 

can be minimized by ohmic drop compensation available in modern electrochemical 

workstations or one can also do manually, simply by measuring the Ru and then multiply 

it with current density (j) and then subtracting it from the experimental potential. 

Furthermore, the activation overpotential is more important in the case of HER due to faster 

kinetics than OER.22-23, 54, 58 This can be easily calculated by plotting current density vs. 

voltage from the polarization curve.  

 In contrast, the overpotential calculations for OER are critical and need more 

attention to elucidate other factors too. As we explained above, the OER proceeds via an 

elementary step of coordination of hydroxide ion in an alkaline medium and coordination 

of water in acidic medium followed by other intermediate mechanisms. The kinetic 
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hindrance related to these mechanisms will describe the total OER overpotential of a 

catalyst. Several groups19, 55, 57 have studied different thermodynamic parameters affecting 

OER catalysis and proposed the following equation to calculate overpotential: 

     ƞ𝑂𝐸𝑅  =  (∆𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑒)  −  1.23                                                                                            (9)  

Nevertheless, a big difference between the theoretical and experimental findings of 

standard free energy change for the transformation of oxide to hydroxide during elementary 

steps. This illustrates that kinetic hindrance is not included in the theoretical calculations 

of overpotential. Hence, due to fluctuating kinetic hindrance for material to material 

offered by these elementary steps, the overpotential at fixed current density (j) is now 

widely accepted by scientific community, and most of the time current density at 10 mAcm-

2 (ƞ10) is accepted commercially to evaluate electrocatalyst performance.59-61 Similar 

implications are also applied for HER. However, for those catalysts with strong redox 

peaks within the gas evolution potential range and for high-performance catalysts (layered 

double hydroxides) generating higher current densities 50 and 100 mAcm-2 can be used to 

evaluate the OER performance.45, 62-65 

1.4.2.2. Tafel Slope   

The Tafel slope is usually assessed by plotting log of current density against overpotentials. 

The slope of this plot is17 dependent on the overpotential (iR-compensated) and the 

appropriate current density, and is usually expressed by the famous expression: 

𝑑 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑗)

𝑑𝜂
 =  2.303𝑅𝑇/𝛼𝑛𝐹                                                                                          (10) 
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Hence, a small Tafel slope is associated with fast charge transfer during electrochemical 

process over the catalysts that is why it is often considered as a key activity parameter to 

determine the catalyst performance.  However, during the conversion of LSV into a Tafel 

plot, many problems need to be addressed to get rid of the misinterpretation of the water 

oxidation. Generally, the lower scan rates used for LSV measurements give the Tafel slope 

with the highest accuracy. If the catalyst has high capacitance then Tafel calculation from 

the polarization curve becomes problematic. This leads to larger errors in the exchange 

current density because it is generally obtained at zero scale via extrapolation of the 

overpotential. In that case, the higher exchange current density will be obtained for the 

catalyst which has value of the overpotential indicating a fast electron transfer across the 

catalytic interface and needs very small activation energy which is not accurate.  

 However, the current measured in the Faradic region is also not the actual current, 

this will add experimental inaccuracy while determining the Tafel slope. It can be 

illustrated as follows, during chronoamperometric measurements the steady-state current 

can be achieved easily. Whereas, during linear sweep voltammetry measurements, the 

steady state current cannot be achieved even at the lowest scan rates. However, the issue 

can be resolved by practicing a traditional route to get the steady-state current via 

chronoamperometric measurements at different overpotentials with pauses. A similar 

investigation for evaluation of the Tafel slope is via chronoamperometric measurements  

and cyclic voltammetry (at 5 mV/s) for IrTiO2 electrode is illustrated in Figure 1.4.17 
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Figure 1-4. Comparison of Tafel slopes of a commercial IrTiO2 acquired by CV studies 

with chronoamperometry. Reproduced with permission of Ref.17  

 The Tafel plots measured through linear portion are in close agreement with one 

another obtained by two different methods. However, the story is entirely different in the 

lower overpotential range, and it can be easily visualized in Figure 1.4 that the Tafel slope 

obtained through steady-state current via chronoamperometry has lower exchange current 

density as compared to the exchange current density measured through CV. Hence, it is 

more appropriate because it eradicates the factor of capacitive current. Nonetheless at one 

instance the former method to obtain Tafel slop appears to be superior over replotting the 

polarization curves, the uncompensated resistance which drops the potential cannot be 

excluded, hence it doesn’t depict the real and intrinsic catalytic activity of a catalyst. To 

overcome this problem, a new method was devised by Hu and co-workers to calculate 
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accurate Tafel slope via electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).66 They run the 

samples for impedance spectroscopic measurements of the catalyst at numerous 

overpotentials and obtained the slope by plotting ƞ vs. log (Rct). Here, Rct is the charge 

transfer resistance. This is the real Tafel slope and can be applied to any catalyst and 

depends on how a charge is transferred by the catalyst excluding the Ru from the 

calculation. However, all of these methods are applicable, and one can calculate the Tafel 

slope depending on the situation.  

 Along with the Tafel slope, exchange current density (j0) remained a hot topic of 

discussion among the scientific community as an activity parameter.17 It is mostly used to 

evaluate HER rather than OER because the HER kinetics is simplistic over a defined range 

of overpotential, hence all HER catalysts have similar kinetic parameters. It means the 

exchange current density has a direct relation with the onset overpotential for HER 

catalysis. However, the OER has a different case, because the kinetics vary from catalyst 

to catalyst and has a direct relation with the pH of the solution. The best example of one 

such case is the comparison between RuO2/IrO2
67-73, and NiFe74-77 systems in the alkaline 

medium.  

1.4.2.3. Stability of the Electrocatalysts 

The long-term durability of an electrocatalyst is evaluated by accelerated degradation tests 

via CV cycling at higher scan rates or via chronoamperometric or potentiometric 

measurements. In the case of the HER, several thousand CV cycles need to be run to get 

the accelerated degradation test, because the polarization initiates from 0 V vs. RHE. 

However, for OER, 250 to 1000 CV cycles are enough for the accelerated degradation test. 

Furthermore, the potential shift ƞ0 for HER and overpotential at the desired current density 
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as mentioned above for OER ƞ10, ƞ50 or ƞ100 are evaluated as representative parameters 

of stability. The stability test needs to be run for durations of hours either via 

chronopotentiometry (fixed current density) or chronoamperometry (fixed potential). It is 

a fact that chronoamperometric measurements for more than 12 h at 10 mAcm-2, or stability 

via chronoamperometry for 12 h is enough to identify an efficient catalyst. However, for 

highly efficient electrocatalysts 50 or 100 mAcm-2 current densities can also be used to 

evaluate the stability of the electrocatalyst.25 

1.4.2.4. Faradaic Efficiency  

It is an additional constraint that can be used to evaluate the performance of both OER and 

HER. It is generally described as the ability of a catalyst to transferring electrons to the 

electroactive entities through the interface provided by an external circuit. Faradaic 

efficiency can be evaluated by two different means.22 The first method is the use of a 

rotating ring disc electrode (RRDE), but it is an appropriate solitary for OER. To perform 

such action the catalyst needs to be loaded on the RRDE disc without distressing the ring. 

The same OER potential window is used to sweep the potential at the disc, while the 

potential at Pt ring must be adjusted at constant for ORR. The Faradaic efficiency can be 

calculated through the following equation:78-80  

𝐹𝐸 =  𝐼𝑅𝑛𝐷/𝐼𝐷𝑛𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐿                                                                                                      (11)  

Where ID and IR are the constants at the disc and ring respectively, while a number of 

electrons transferred at the disc and ring are expressed by nD and nR, respectively, and 

collection efficiency is denoted by NCL. The second method is common depending on the 

measurement of the gas evolved by integrating the stability curves. 
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1.4.2.5. Turn Over Frequency 

The TOF at a well-defined overpotential is exploited to evaluate the operational of 

electrocatalyst, and it can be described as the evolution of the number of moles of O2/H2 

per unit time. The TOF has a following expression:  

𝑇𝑂𝐹 =  
𝐼𝑁𝐴

𝐴𝐹𝑛Γ
                                                                                                                 (12) 

Where I denote the current, NA describes the Avogadro constant, A presents the 

geometrical surface area of the electrode, ƞ refers to the total number of electrons 

transferred, and the total concentration of catalyst over the electrode surface is denoted by 

Γ. There are many methods available in the literature which can be used to calculate the 

surface concentration. It can be calculated through redox peaks via CV cycling78-80, using 

the average particle diameter via Avogadro’s number method25,  a monolayer assumption 

method can be used for sheet like materials to calculate TOF.25  

1.4.2.6. Mass and Specific Activities 

These are entirely two different constraints used to evaluate the electrochemical 

performance during electrochemical investigations. The mass activity is defined as the 

activity normalized to the catalyst loading and is expressed in A/g.81 However, the term 

specific activity is used when Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) or electrochemical surface 

area (ECSA) are used to normalize the current. Among the above-mentioned parameters, 

the overpotential, stability and Tafel slope are the obligatory ones to describe the 

electrocatalytic activity.  

1.5. Overview of OER Electrocatalysts 
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So far, variety of electrocatalysts have been reported for OER. The noble metal-based 

electrocatalysts are the benchmark under acidic conditions, whereas Ni-Fe alloy-based 

catalysts are adopted for OER in an alkaline medium. Besides, numerous electrocatalysts 

such as noble-metal catalysts61, 69, 82-84, transition metal-based catalysts74, 85-89, carbon-

based catalysts65, 90-96, and compounds of transition metals62, 97-107 are also used for OER 

electrocatalysis.  

1.5.1. Noble Metal Catalysts 

Under acidic conditions, RuO2 and IrO2 are renowned up-to-dateoxygen evolution 

catalysts. For illustration, IrO2 possesses exceptional OER activity of ≈4 µAcm-2 in acidic 

and ≈2 µAcm-2 in alkaline medium, while, RuO2 possess a 10 and 3 µAcm-2 current density 

at 250 mV overpotential, respectively.69 Hence, both IrO2 and RuO2 are the benchmarks 

OER electrocatalysts. Nevertheless, they are associated with unsustainability at higher 

potentials.68, 84 The LSV curves are presented in Figure 1.5. As noble metals are associated 

with high cost, hence the design of noble metal-free electrocatalysts is urgently needed.  
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Figure 1-5. Cyclic voltammograms of RuO2 and IrO2 in alkaline and acidic electrolytes. 

Reproduced with permission of Ref.69 

1.5.2. Carbon Based Catalysts 

Cost is the pre-requisite parameter that needs optimization for practical applications of 

OER. Instantly, carbon-based materials are the best choice due to easy accessibility 

decreasing the economic barrier for water oxidation. Moreover, carbon materials possess 

flexibility, favorable durability and excellent conductivity. Generally, pristine carbon-

materials are not the best candidates due to their low performance in OER.108-110 The results 

are illustrated in Figure 1.6. Nevertheless, recent improvements in the carbon based 

materials via modification have discovered the adjustable OER activity.91, 96, 111-112 The 
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heteroatom doped carbonaceous materials can optimize the electronic properties because 

they have considerable electrocatalytic active sites.113-116 The group of Dai’s synthesized N 

and P doped carbon material keeping in mind its optimized ΔG  and demonstrated an 

improved OER catalysis.91 The modified carbon materials have set modernistic standard 

to achieve a target to convert inert materials to active materials. 

However, improvements are still needed, because carbon-based materials are still unable 

to beat the high-tech electrocatalysts. Furthermore, the carbon-based materials are unstable 

in OER environment: because carbon is prone to oxidation at higher potentials to form 

carbon dioxide causing problems during catalytic activity.117-118  

1.5.3. Transition Metal Catalysts 

Due to higher electronic conductivity of first-row transition metals over their counterparts 

(hydroxides, oxyhydroxides, and oxides), they can be used to enhance the OER catalysis 

by easing the transport of electron. In an attempt, Wu et al.85, anchored cobalt nanoparticles 

directly on the GCE to  grab advantages of the metallic nature of Co, but it also decreases 

the charge transport pathway during OER. Moreover, alloying can also enhance the 

electronic properties to further tune the OER catalysis. Instantly, NiFe was the first alloy 

tested for its electrocatalytic properties to catalyze OER.89, 119 The Fe doping is proved to 

enhance the electrocatalysis and has been given full consideration in recent research. To 

date, Ni-Fe based electrocatalysts are the utmost OER electrocatalysts89, but stability is of 

major concern with these alloys, under drastic alkaline conditions they convert into 

hydroxides and oxyhydroxides. Hence, the actual active sites in these alloys are the 

oxidized metals rather than the metals themselves. 
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Figure 1-6. (a) Linear sweep voltammograms of different Fe-based electrodes. (b) Long 

term stability test after every 2000 cyclic sweeps. (c) Potential on various cycles ranging 

from 0 to 10,000 of different Fe-based Electrodes. (d) Corresponding Tafel plots. 

Reproduced with permission of Re.108 

1.5.4. Transition Metal Based Compounds 

As mentioned above the transition metals undergo oxidation under alkaline conditions, thus 

transition metal compounds can be further classified as oxides74, 107, 120, oxyhydroxides106, 

hydroxides65, 98, which are given prominence for OER catalysis.. The compensations 

associated with these FTMCs-based electrocatalysts are: (1) under alkaline conditions they 
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present the up to date electrocatalysts for OER. (2) Due to easy availability and cost-

effective nature, they are extended to the industry soon after their discovery. (3) Their 

intermediate adsorption capability led them to fit easily in the volcano plot. Moreover, their 

counterparts (non-oxides) offer considerable variation in the electronic properties and have 

increased intrinsic electronic conductivity, and thus promoted the OER performance.121-127  

 In the past 5 years, LDHs emerged as a new class and possible alternative to the 

noble metal catalyst for OER, especially NiFe65 and CoFe128 based LDHs have shown 

superior activity. However, substantial improvement is still needed to address the 

conductivity and the specific surface area before employing LDHs as electrode 

materials.129-130 The  incorporation of Fe (III) in Ni (II)-based LDHs has outperformed the 

OER kinetics, although this impact on activity with Fe incorporation is not yet fully 

understood. Recently, it is identified that the Nickel hydroxide exists in two different forms 

such as the α-Ni(OH)2 and β-Ni(OH)2, and former is much more efficient than the latter. It 

has ruled out β-Ni(OH)2 in all the aspects such as onset potential, overpotential at 10 

mAcm-2 and overall current generation. Later on, it was identified that just like Ni(OH)2, 

the famous Co(OH)2  also exists in two different phases i.e. α and β, and a similar 

elucidation was made that the α-phase has better activity in oxygen evolution reaction than 

the β-phase.131  

1.6. Fuel Cell Technology 

The hydrocarbons stored chemical energy that is significantly higher than the energy stored 

in batteries is the driving force behind the development of fuel cell technology for various 

applications. Therefore, fuel cells are the primary energy source and have potential 
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applications in power generation, uninterrupted power, remote and distributed power. 

Figure 1.7 illustrates the typical operation of some common fuel cells.132 

 

Figure 1-7. Representation of the operational principles of distinctive fuel cells. 

Reproduced with permission of Ref.132 

The typical functioning components of a fuel cell are illustrated in Figure 1.8 and 1.9.  
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Figure 1-8. Block diagram showing different constituent of a fuel cell. Reproduced with 

permission of Ref.132 
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Figure 1-9. Representation of a whole fuel cell arrangement. Reproduced with permission 

of Ref.132 

Operational fuel cells require sophisticated chemical plants and control circuitry. Although 

fuel cell has achieved milestones, the economic issues are not fully addressed. The 

commercial applicability of a fuel cell depends on the cost. However, comparatively 

modest alkaline fuel cells (AFC) are the potential host for space applications.  

1.6.1. Noble Metal Platinum and Palladium in Fuel Cells 

Palladium nanocomposites have grabbed consideration because of their catalytic 

behavior133-135, hydrogen energy storage capacity136-139 and sensors140-141. So far, platinum 

and its compounds are the most widely used noble metal-based electrocatalysts for electro-

oxidation of organic molecules in direct fuel cells (DFCs). Nevertheless, Pt is associated 

with the high cost which is the constraint on its usability at a commercial scale. Henceforth, 

there is a demand of time to explore less expensive substitute for Pt with analogous 

electrocatalytic properties. Pd has the potential to become a promising substitutes for Pt 

due to its higher abundance (0.015 ppm which is much higher than that of the of Pt (0.005 
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ppm)), lower cost ($614 per ounce for Pd and $997 per ounce for Pt), and proven 

electrocatalytic activity for electro-oxidation of organic molecules especially in a direct 

formic acid fuel cell (DFAFC).142 Moreover, Palladium-based catalysts have low methanol 

cross over as compared with the platinum-based catalysts.142 The platinum-based catalysts 

have shown mixed potential due to large anodic current for methanol oxidation that is 

almost 200 mV lower than that observed without methanol, but palladium and palladium-

based catalysts don’t show such mixed potentials.143 However, it is vital to synthesizing 

porous Pd nanostructures on suitable substrates to use the high surface area to volume ratio 

with improved catalytic activity. Consequently, the synthesis of Pd nanostructures that are 

either coated on suitable substrates or solution based is of significant attention amongst 

numerous research groups.144-155 Pd156 and Pd-based materials such as PdCu157-159, 

Pd2Sn160-161, PdNi162-163, Pd2Ru164, and PdAu165 have illustrated electro-oxidation of liquid 

fuels comparable to those of Pt and Pt-based materials particularly in ethanol 

electrooxidation. Moreover, Pd and Pd-based nanomaterials are proved to be efficient for 

oxygen reduction reactions166 and Suzuki coupling reactions.167-169 Moreover, the oxide 

content in the electrocatalysts are known to increase the performance of palladium-based 

electrocatalysts.170-173  The enhancement in activity for Pd based materials depends on the 

d-band theory, Norskov and Hammer’s calculated the d-band center of palladium having a 

lattice value of 3.89 Å with the addition of the Ag having high lattice value of 4.09 Å, 

which helps in the adsorption of organic molecules and boost up the electrocatalysis with 

more negative onset potential.174 The alkaline earth metals having the highest lattice values 

in the periodic table could further enhance the electrooxidation of organic molecules, so Sr 

and Ca having lattice value 6.08 Å and 5.58 Å, respectively will shift up the d-band centers 
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of palladium. Moreover, the poisonous carbonaceous adsorbed intermediates will be 

removed due to the presence of lattice oxygen via adding up significant resistance to these 

intermediates.175 

1.7. Graphene Future of the Fuel Cells 

1.7.1. Properties of Graphene 

It is simply an assembly of the nanosheet of Sp2, arranged in the form of layers that are 

connected by s bonds.176 The delocalized network of electrons is provided by the p orbital 

of carbon lattice.177 This arrangement of layers is known as  the Dirac Fermion system, 

which displays unique chemical and physical properties because it has an internal degree 

of freedom, electron-hole symmetry, and linear energy dispersion.178  

1.7.2. Physical Properties of Graphene 

It is well established that the single-layer graphene has two inequivalent points (Dirac 

points) and is a zero-gap semiconductor (Figure 10a).179 Graphene possesses metallic and 

semiconducting properties, due to its electronic band structure. Hence, it can be considered 

as both metallic with vanishing fermi surfaces and at the same time a semiconductor 

possessing vanishing bandgap. Graphene has almost, 15000 cm2V-1s-1 carrier mobility at 

room temperature, hence charge carriers can be easily tweaked between holes and electrons 

with concentrations as high as 1013 cm2.180-181 The mobility as high as 2000 cm2V-1s-1 can 

be achieved by minimizing the impurities present in the suspended graphene.182 The 

electronic properties of graphene entirely dependent on the number of layers and the 

position of carbon atoms in the adjacent layers.183 Meanwhile, bilayer graphene is known 

to have parabolic bands (no Dirac electrons), which must touch the Fermi level (Figure 
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10b). 179 However, the gap between the graphene bilayer can be opened under the influence 

of electric field.184-185 The tri-layer graphene is interesting as it possesses a band structure, 

which might be a combination of a bilayer and a monolayer (Figure 10c).179, 186 In general, 

graphene with the odd number of layers possesses a linear band with AB stacking.187-189 

However, it is difficult to identify the band structure when number of layers increased 

excessively because valence and conduction bands merge into each other. Graphene has 

2.3% opacity which is determined by its electronic properties and structure.190 In the visible 

range graphene shows 97% transparency191, while a linear decrease in its transmittance was 

observed if the number of layers increases. Graphene could be the best choice to substitute 

the commercial transparent electrodes like indium tin oxide because of the above-

mentioned properties.  

Graphene has higher thermal conductivity than carbon nanotubes and diamond, 

ranging from 4840 to 5300 Wm-1k-1.192 Monolayer graphene has extraordinary mechanical 

properties due to strong C-C bonds.177 The elastic modulus was determined to be about 

0.25 TPa.185  
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Figure 1-10. Representation of diverse categories of graphene based on its layers. 

Reproduced with permission of Ref.179  

1.7.3. Chemical Properties of Graphene 

Graphene is chemically inert with its defect-free and crystalline structure. The only 

reactivity is due to physical adsorption with other molecules. To make graphene a reactive 

molecule, surface functionalization is required.179 The functionalization can be done either 

by doping with N and B or introducing some functional groups such as amine, carbonyl, 

and carboxyl.193-196 Due to the hydrophilic nature of GO193-196 it can be further processed 

for sensor technology, heterogeneous catalysis, and energy storage applications.184 
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 Due to strong interaction between metal and substrate, the nano-catalysts stability was 

exceedingly enhanced by dispersing them on graphene.197-198 Moreover, DFT and bond 

order calculations revealed that the defects in graphene are a potential host to anchor the 

Pt nanocrystals leading to long-term stability. Likewise, the catalytic activity can be greatly 

enhanced due to the charge transfer ability of the graphene. Due to the above-mentioned 

properties, serious efforts have been devoted to fabricating graphene supported catalysts. 

Lu et al.199, anchored PtPd nanocrystals on graphene and proved that supported particles 

exhibit higher durability and performance for methanol oxidation over unsupported 

nanoparticles. Hence, graphene supported catalysts represent a new class of 

electrocatalysts that outperform the already used catalysts for fuel cells.  

1.8. Electro-oxidation of Small Organic Molecules on Graphene Supported Nano-

electrocatalysts 

The fuel cell technology has given considerable devotion in the last few years as it removes 

the potential hazards related to environmental pollution. Instantly, direct alcohol fuel cells 

are employed for various applications such as electronic devices, portable devices, and 

electric cars.142 The famous alcohols used for this purpose include methanol174, 200-207, 

ethanol201, 204, 208-221, glycerol222-223, and ethylene glycol222-225, due to their ease of storage, 

transportation, and high current density. For decades, Pt ruled the field of fuel cells, 

especially in alcohol oxidation. Nevertheless, it is associated with a limited amount, high 

cost and kinetic problems which led the scientific community to develop a new catalyst to 

overcome these problems.  

1.8.1. Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR)  
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Due to high current density and lower level of environmental pollution hazards direct 

methanol fuel cells have received substantial consideration as compared to the already 

known energy sources. Furthermore, among the general scientific community, methanol is 

designated as the appropriate fuel for AFCs because of its high energy density, simplest 

structure and low molecular weight. In general, MOR starts with the adsorption of menthol 

on the surface of the electrocatalyst and then consequent dissociation into the 

intermediates.226 Among intermediates, the CO is a poisonous intermediate, and it hinders 

the methanol oxidation in subsequent cycles, especially in Pt-based electrocatalysts. To 

overcome this hindrance, species with OH-1 enriched surfaces are highly desirable to 

remove the adsorbed CO (COads). Hence, to carry out efficient methanol oxidation, one 

must need to synthesize catalysts having various catalytically active sites. Interestingly, the 

group of Papakonstantinou227 found that the rGO support or groups having lattice oxygen 

anchored on the graphene surface can significantly oxidize the CO ads formed as an 

intermediate during MOR on the Pt surface. Furthermore, the rGO supported Pt 

nanoparticles with varying sizes provided a much better MOR activity compared with the 

commercially available Pt/C catalysts. Over the past year’s graphene supported 

nanomaterials have gained significant attention for MOR due to unusual electrocatalytic 

properties.228-235  

 To progress the MOR electrocatalysis of Pt-based nanomaterials for an economical 

way is to anchor them on the graphene, and it has been given considerable attention in the 

last decade. Up to now, many researchers have reported the anchoring of small Pt 

nanoparticles on graphene, and they demonstrated outstanding improvements in methanol 

oxidation. Among these, PtPd/GNs199, 236-237, PtRu/GNs238-240, PtNi/GNs241-242, 
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PtSn/GNs243, PtFe/GNs244 etc. are common examples. Moreover, among the mentioned 

electrocatalysts PtRu based electrocatalysts displayed the best MOR activity, since it 

reduces the CO poisoning efficiently. The oxophilic nature of Ru allows it to adsorb OH-1 

ions on the surface which facilitate the removal COads on the surface of the Pt and 

regenerates the active catalytic sites. Furthermore, the experimental findings revealed that 

the graphene supported PtRu nanoparticles displayed much better MOR than their 

counterpart commercial PtRu/C.238, 240, 245 The exceptional properties of graphene have a 

major role in boosting up the electrocatalytic activity of PtRu/GNs for MOR. Later, PtPd 

nanocubes anchored on graphene (PtPd/rGO) were used for methanol oxidation.199 Figure 

11 illustrates that the PtPd nanocubes anchored on graphene catalyst have shown superior 

MOR activity. The reason could be the increased electrochemically active surface area 

responsible for the improved current density along with more negative onset potential. 

Furthermore, the stability of PtPd/rGO electrocatalysts under corrosive acidic conditions 

for methanol oxidation was much improved than that of the Pt/C demonstrating that 

graphene has a substantial role in advancing up the electrocatalysis and improving stability. 

Moreover, it is well documented and understood that the properties of alloys are purely 

dependent on individual compositions. In this context, Ji et al.237, investigated different 

compositions of PtPd for electrocatalytic MOR and found that the Pt to Pd 1:1 molar ratio 

has superior activity over other combinations. Similarly, Cai and coworkers241 found 

similar illustrations for PtNi/graphene nanocrystals and proved that the PtNi 1:1 molar ratio 

has superior MOR activity in comparison with the material supported on MWCNTs. 
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Figure 1-11. (a &b) Cyclic voltammograms of rGO anchored (PtPd/rGO). (c) CA curves 

for stability of methanol oxidation. (d) Evaluation of specific and mass and specific 

activities. Reprinted with permission from.199 

Similarly, ternary metal alloys anchored on graphene are proven catalysts for MOR. 

The AuPtAg nanorods/graphene synthesized by Feng et al.246, via self-organization of alloy 

on graphene sheets possesses higher MOR and stability as compared with the unsupported 

AuPt and AuAgPt nano-catalysts. Likewise, other carbon-based materials graphene and 

MWCNTs have potential applications in fuel cell technology. Hence, graphene and CNTs 

are also investigated as a co-support in electrocatalysis. The group of Ramaparabhu247 

studied the effect of co-support of graphene and CNTs by dispersing PtRu nanostructures 

on the support. The electrochemical investigations illustrated that the hybrid support 
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enhanced the MOR activity of PtRu in comparison with the PtRu/rGO or PtRu/CNTs. 

Another group supported PtRuMo nanoparticles on graphene and CNT hybrid and studied 

their electrocatalytic properties for MOR. They found an exceptional catalytic activity with 

excellent durability for PtRuMo/G-CNTs over PtRuMo/GNs and PtRuMo/CNTs.   

 Pd has several superficial features including abundance and lower cost making it 

the best substitute for Pt. Additionally, Pd-based electrocatalysts are much better anode for 

fuel cells in comparison to Pt, because of their enhanced CO-tolerance. Furthermore, MOR 

can be improved by making binary and ternary compounds to make the palladium 

alloys.174, 202-203, 206, 237, 248-255 Meanwhile, Pd nanoparticles supported on graphene have also 

shown better activity than the Pt-based nanomaterials. Zhao and coworkers256, have used 

Pd/GNs-PPy composite for methanol oxidation and obtained a much higher current density 

(359.8 A/g of Pd) as compared to Pd/GNs and Pd/C generated 265.8 A/g and 205.3 A/g 

current density, respectively. As mentioned above that the methanol oxidation occurred at 

lower onset potential because OHads species are produced on the surface of Ru sites. 

Awasthi et al.257, prepared a bimetallic Pd-Ru alloy anchored on the surface of graphene 

sheets and used it as an anode for MOR. Figure 1.12 illustrates a significant negative onset 

potential for 40%Pd-5%Ru/GN with improved electro-oxidation of methanol as compared 

to the rest. 
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Figure 1-12. Cyclic voltammograms of methanol oxidation. Reproduced with permission 

of Ref.257 

1.8.2. End Products of Methanol Oxidation 

Brock et al.258, studied the end products of methanol oxidation. They obtained methanol 

conversion starting from less than 10% to the maximum 100% by modifying the reaction 

conditions. CO2 and CO were the outcome products with CO in major proportion, except 

at lower concentrations (around 1%). Similarly, exceptions were also noted at higher 

methanol conversion, because most of the CO converted to CO2 via oxidation. Formic acid 

is another intermediate which is present under the experimental conditions, but the 

concentrations never exceeded more than 20%. 

1.8.3. Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR) 
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Ethanol is less toxic and has a high theoretical energy density in comparison with methanol 

making it the best fuel substitute for direct alcohol fuel cells. Ethanol oxidation has been 

proposed to follow several mechanisms for oxidation on Pt-based catalysts.259-260 In this 

context, CO2, acetic acid, and acetaldehyde are formed via different mechanistic pathways. 

However, Pd-based electrocatalysts have shown EOR electrocatalysis only in an alkaline 

medium in which acetate is the preferable product. Previously, it was known that the EOR 

the EOR depends directly on the pH of the solution, and identifiable EOR is observed at 

pH = 14, having prominent peak current densities.261 Hence, concentrations both lower and 

higher than 1 mol/L significantly lower the EOR performance. In the alkaline medium, the 

ethanol oxidation follows the subsequent reaction mechanism on Pd.  

𝑃𝑑 + 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝐻2𝑂𝐻 + 3𝑂𝐻−  →  𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑𝑠  +  3𝐻2𝑂 +  3𝑒−                (13) 

𝑃𝑑 +  𝑂𝐻−  ← →  𝑃𝑑 −  𝑂𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠  + 𝑒−                                                                       (14)  

𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑𝑠  +  𝑃𝑑 −  𝑂𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠  →  𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 +  𝑃𝑑                           (15) 

The rate-determining step is the removal CH3COads by the OHads illustrated in equation 

14. Meanwhile, metal nanoparticles can be supported on graphene for the EOR catalysis. 

The group of Dong238, studied ethanol oxidation on Pt and Pt-Ru nanoparticles anchored 

on and graphene. The electrochemical investigations revealed that the graphene supported 

electrocatalysts are much better as equated to the catalyst anchored on Vulcan XC-72 

carbon, as mentioned above, the combination of Pt and Ru has efficient CO-tolerance. 

Meanwhile. Jiang et al.262, used poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) reduced 

electrochemically to support Pt nanoparticles incorporated into graphene oxide 

(Pt/PEDOT/ER-GO). The electrochemical analysis shows that the current density was 390 
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A/g for the Pt/PEFOT/ER-GO much better than the commercial Pt/C and almost 5 times 

greater than the electrode modified by depositing Pt on GC electrode and commercial Pt/C 

because of the enhanced conductivity of PEDOT/ER-GO providing enough surface to 

disperse Pt nanoparticles.  

 Alongside Pt, graphene supported Pd nanostructures have been given special 

attention for EOR.263 Fan and co-workers264, Pd/GNs and compared analysis of Pd/GNs 

and Pd-XC-72R for EOR is presented in figure 1.13. 

      

Figure 1-13. CVs for oxidation of ethanol. Reproduced with permission of Ref.264 

  As expected, the Pd/GNs presented the higher catalytic performance with 

exceptional negative onset potential needed to initiate the EOR. Chen et al.265, fabricated 
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monodispersed, ultrafine and clean Pd/GO composite (PdNPs/GO) and tested their 

electrochemical properties for alkaline ethanol oxidation. Similarly, the onset potential was 

lower for EOR in comparison with the Pd/C. Furthermore, after 100 cycles there is only a 

6.3% decrease in the current density suggesting the superior stability of the PdNPs/GO. 

Later on, Lee et al.266, fabricated PtPd alloy on Nafion-graphene via electrogravimetry and 

achieved superior ethanol oxidation and stability in alkaline medium. Some representative 

Pd-based electrocatalysts for AFCs are presented in Table 1-1. 

Table 1-1. Typical Pd-Based Electrocatalysts for AFCs 

Meta

l 

Oxide/Sup

port 

Alcohol/Strong base 

coregent 

Ref 

Pd 

NW

A 

             ethanol/KOH 267
 

  methanol, 

isopropanol/KOH 

268
 

  methanol/KOH 269
 

Pd C ethylene glycol/NaOH 270
 

 CMSs methanol, ethanol/KOH 271
 

 coinlike C ethanol, methanol, 

glycerol, EG/KOH 

272
 

 HCSs methanol/KOH 273
 

 C, ACF ethanol/KOH 274
 

 MWCNT methanol, ethanol, 

glycerol 

275
 

 C 2-propanol/KOH 276
 

Pd MWCNT ethanol/KOH 274
 

 s-

MWCNT 

methanol/KOH 277
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 MWCNT ethanol/KOH 278
 

 MWCNT ethanol/KOH 201
 

 MWCNT methanol, ethanol, 

glycerol/KOH 

275
 

Pd-

oxide 

TiO2/C methanol/H2SO4 
205

 

 TiO2/C ethanol/KOH 279
 

 VOx/C methanol/NaOH 280
 

 -MnO2 methanol/NaOH 281
 

 CeO2/C, 

Co3O4/C, 

Mn3O4/C, 

NiO/C 

methanol, ethanol, EG, 

glycerol/KOH 

282
 

 CeO2/C, 

NiO/C, 

Co3O4/C, 

Mn3O4/C 

methanol, ethanol, EG, 

glycerol/KOH 

223
 

 CeO2/C, 

NiO/C 

ethanol/KOH 210
 

 NiO/C ethanol/KOH 283
 

 carbonized 

porous 

anodic 

alumina 

ethanol/KOH 283
 

  methanol, ethanol, EG, 

glycerol/KOH 

284
 

Pd/W

C 

 ethanol/KOH 279
 

 WC/CNT methanol, ethanol, 

EG/KOH 

285
 

 WC/CNT ethanol/KOH 286
 

PdPt  ethanol/KOH 287
 

 MWCNT methanol/H2SO4 
288
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PdNi C methanol/KOH 289
 

  ethanol/KOH 201
 

PdAu C methanol/KOH 290
 

 C 2-propanol, 

methanol/KOH 

291
 

 C ethanol/KOH 292
 

 WC ethanol/KOH 293
 

PdRu  ethanol/KOH 294
 

Pd(Ni-

Zn)/C 

       C ethanol, methanol, 

glycerol/KOH 

295
 

 

1.8.4. Formic acid Oxidation 

At room temperature formic acid exists in liquid form, and hence diluted formic acid is a 

potential candidate to be used in fuel cells. As a liquid fuel, it has several advantages over 

hydrogen fuel such as ease of storage, transportation, and handling. Moreover, formic acid 

has a lower crossover in formic acid fuel cells as compared to methanol in DMFCs. It 

allows using thinner membranes with a higher supply of fuel to improve fuel cell 

performance. Furthermore, the open-circuit voltage is much higher for DFAFC (∼1.48 or 

1.45 V) as compared with the methanol-oxygen (∼1.18 V) and hydrogen-oxygen (∼1.23 

V) fuel cells.296 It is widely accepted that FAOR operated via dual-pathway mechanism: 

(1) A direct pathway in which CO2 is generated via removal of two H atoms presented in 

equation 15.  

𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 →  𝐶𝑂2  +  2𝐻+  +  2𝑒−                                                                                (16) 
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(2) An indirect pathway, via COads intermediate as discussed above a poisonous 

intermediate and then converted into CO2.  

 It suggests that the materials which follow the direct pathway i.e. dehydrogenation 

mechanism have high CO-tolerance and are better FAOR electrocatalysts. Instantly, 

graphene supported electrocatalysts are designated as the best FAOR electrocatalysts 

because of the higher CO-tolerance via adopting a direct pathway for oxidation of formic 

acid. Moreover, graphene not only provides the high surface area and has the ability for 

efficient mass transport of electrolytes, reactants and products.265, 297 Very recently, the 

number of graphene supported catalysts have been evaluated for FAOR electro-

oxidation.266, 298-305 Meanwhile, palladium due to its catalytic properties, low cost and high 

CO-tolerance has been applied as an efficient catalyst for FAOR catalysis.240, 266, 297, 302, 306-

308 Wang et al.304, used 3D-rGO to disperse Pd nanoparticles (Pd/TRGO) for electro-

oxidation of formic acid. From electrochemical investigations in Figure 1.14, it can be seen 

that Pd/TRGO presents efficient electrocatalysis over Pd/C. The enhanced activity was 

ascribed to the increased surface area of support, homogenous dispersion of nanoparticles, 

and improved porosity. In another finding, graphene supported nanoparticles were 

fabricated in a single step via the electrochemical approach.309 The enhanced 

electrochemical performance was attributed to the smooth and clean surface of Pd 

nanoparticles. Zhao et al.308, used galvanostatic displacement to anchor Pd and Cu 

nanoparticles on the surface of the graphene (g-Pd/GNs). The 446.3 mA/mgPd current 

density was evaluated through CV measurements much higher in comparison with the 

Pd/GNs and Pd/C.  
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Figure 1-14. CVs of formic acid oxidation Reproduced with permission of Ref.304 

1.9. Aims and Objectives   
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This project aims to design and optimize the electrocatalysts for oxygen evolution 

reactions, methanol oxidation reaction and ethanol oxidation reaction to solve and advance 

the energy related problems through the following objectives. 

1.  Design of novel phase dependent cobalt oxyhydroxides by carefully controlling 

the chemistry of the reactions.  

2.  These α-cobalt oxyhydroxides were further substituted with their counter parts 1st 

row transition metals under mild conditions (0-60°C) synthesis approach which are 

supposed to increase their electrochemical performance to reduce the overpotential 

for oxygen evolution reactions. 

3.  Make systematic comparison between different synthesized substituted α-cobalt 

oxyhydroxides as OER catalysts. 

4.  In the second project graphene supported palladium based electrocatalysts are 

synthesized for methanol and ethanol oxidation. 

5.  Moreover, the palladium based electrocatalysts are costly and to reduce their cost 

it is highly desirable to substitute them with other metals, we aimed to replace them 

with the earth abundant easily scalable Ca and Sr salts because of their high lattice 

constants. 

6.  Elucidate the electrocatalytic mechanism of these catalysts towards MOR and 

EOR. 
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2. Experimental and Characterization Techniques 

2.1. Chemicals 

All chemicals were used without further purification 

Table 2-1. List of all the chemicals used during synthesis of materials 

Chemicals/ Materials Formulae % Purity Supplier 

Cobalt (II) chloride hexahydrate CoCl2.6H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Zinc (II) acetate dihydrate Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Iron (III) chloride hexahydrate FeCl3.6H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Manganese (II) acetate 

tetrahydrate 

Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Chromium (III) chloride 

hexahydrate 

CrCl3.6H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Copper (II) chloride dihydrate CuCl2.2H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Nickel (II) acetate tetrahydrate Ni(CH3COO)2.4H2O ≥ 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Palladium (II) acetylacetonate Pd(acac)2 99 Sigma Aldrich 

Magnesium (II) chloride MgCl2 99 Merck 

Calcium (II) chloride CaCl2 99 Merck 

Strontium (II) chloride SrCl2 99 Sigma Aldrich 
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Sodium borohydride NaBH4 99 Daejung 

Graphite Powder C ≥ 99.9 Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium Nitrate NaNO3 99.9 Sigma Aldrich 

Potassium Permanganate KMnO4 99.9 Sigma Aldrich 

Hydrochloric acid HCl 37 Sigma Aldrich 

Sulfuric acid H2SO4 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Perchloric acid HClO4 70 Sigma Aldrich 

Hydrogen Peroxide H2O2 30 Sigma Aldrich 

Hydrazine NH2NH2 98 Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

Potassium hydroxide KOH 99.9% Sigma Aldrich 

Ethanol C2H5OH Absolute Decon Labs 

Inc. anhydrous 

Methanol CH3OH Absolute Decon Labs 

Inc. anhydrous 

Formic acid HCOOH Absolute Decon Labs 

Inc. anhydrous 

Nafion C9HF17O5S 5% 

solution 

Solution 

Technology 
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Inc. 

Mendenhall, 

Pennsylvania 

Nickel Foam   MTI Korea 

 

2.2. Material Synthesis 

2.2.1.Synthesis of Zinc Substituted α-CoOOH Nanomaterials  

The β-CoOOH and α-CoOOH were synthesized conventionally via the co-precipitation 

method by slight modification in the method reported by Liu et al. 310. Here, we identified 

that at lower pH the green-colored α-CoOOH is formed by trapping the anions from 

precursor salt, while on increasing the pH pink-colored β-CoOOH is formed.  However, 

for the fabrication of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH, typically, CoCl2.6H2O (0.00168 mol, 0.4 g, Sigma 

Aldrich) was dissolved in 60 mL of deionized water, the solution was then heated to 80 °C, 

followed by the addition of KOH solution until the pH was 12 to obtain α-CoOOH. The 

resulting solution was then transferred to an autoclave reactor, and appropriately calculated 

amount of Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O (a; 0.00168 mol, 0.36 g, b; 0.00084 mol, 0.18 g, c; 

0.00056 mol, 0.12 g, Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in ethylene glycol in three different batches 

was added to substitute Co with Zn. The furnace was heated to 170 °C and maintained for 

12 h to complete the reaction. The solid product was then collected through centrifugation, 

washing was done in order to remove the unreacted salts with deionized ethanol and water. 

The obtained solid was vacuum dried overnight in an oven, and finally ground and kept 

stored for further use.  
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2.2.2. Synthesis of Manganese Substituted α-CoOOH Nanomaterials 

Typically CoCl2.6H2O (0.00168 mol, 0.4 g, Sigma Aldrich) and Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O (a; 

0.00168 mol, 0.41 g, b; 0.00084 mol, 0.21 g, c; 0.00056 mol, 0.14 g, Sigma Aldrich) were 

used. The 1st batch the α-Co(OH)2 was synthesized by carefully controlling the pH of the 

solution which yields green colored precipitates, an indication of the formation of α-

Co(OH)2. The appropriately calculated amount of CoCl2.6H2O was dissolved in 60 mL of 

deionized water, the solution was then heated to 80 °C, followed by the addition of the 

KOH solution until the pH was 12. The resulting solution was then transferred to an 

autoclave reactor, and the appropriately calculated amount of Mn(CH3COO)2.4H2O in 

ethylene glycol was slowly added to the above reaction mixture. The furnace was heated 

to 170 °C and maintained for 12 h to complete the reaction.  The solid product was then 

collected through centrifugation, washing was done in order to remove the unreacted salts 

with deionized ethanol and water. The obtained solid was vacuum dried overnight in an 

oven, and finally ground and kept stored for further use.  

2.2.3. Synthesis of Chromium Substituted α-CoOOH Nanomaterials 

Typically, CoCl2.6H2O (0.00168 mol, 0.4 g, Sigma Aldrich) and CrCl3.6H2O (a; 0.00168 

mol, 0.44 g, b; 0.00084 mol, 0.22 g, c; 0.00056 mol, 0.14 g, Sigma Aldrich). In the 1st 

batch the α-Co(OH)2 was synthesized by carefully controlling the pH by the addition of 

KOH solution which yields green colored precipitates, an indication of the formation of α-

Co(OH)2. The appropriately calculated amount of CoCl2.6H2O was dissolved in 60 mL of 

deionized water, the solution was then heated to 80 °C, followed by the addition of KOH 

solution until the pH was 12. The resulting solution was then transferred to an autoclave 

reactor, and the appropriately calculated amount of CrCl3.6H2O in ethylene glycol was 
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slowly added to the above reaction mixture. The furnace was heated to 170 °C and 

maintained for 12 h to complete the reaction.  The solid product was then collected through 

centrifugation, washing was done in order to remove the unreacted salts with deionized 

ethanol and water. The obtained solid was vacuum dried overnight in an oven, and finally 

ground and kept stored for further use.  

2.2.4. Synthesis of Iron Substituted α-CoOOH Nanomaterials 

The α-CoOOH and β-CoOOH were fabricated orthodoxly via co-precipitation method via 

minor alteration in the method described by Liu et al.310  However, for the assembly of α-

Fe1-xCoxOOH, typically, CoCl2.6H2O (0.00168 mol, 0.4 g, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved 

in 60 mL of deionized water, the solution was then heated to 80 °C, followed by the 

addition of KOH solution until the pH was 12 to obtain α-CoOOH. The subsequent solution 

was then subjected to solvothermal treatment via transferring to a Teflon lined stainless 

steel autoclave reactors, and the properly calculated amount of FeCl3.6H2O (a; 0.00168 

mol, 0.45 g, b; 0.00084 mol, 0.23 g, c; 0.00056 mol, 0.15 g, Sigma Aldrich) dissolved in 

ethylene glycol in three different batches was added to substitute Co with Fe. The furnace 

was then heated to 170 °C and maintained for 12 h to complete the reaction. The solid 

product was then collected through centrifugation, washing was done in order to remove 

the unreacted salts with deionized ethanol and water. The obtained solid was vacuum dried 

overnight in an oven, and finally ground and kept stored for further use.  

2.2.5. Synthesis of Reduced Graphene Oxide (rGO) 

Reduced graphene oxide was synthesized by the methods already available in the 

literature.311-312 Briefly, 3.0 g of graphite powder was taken in a beaker to which sodium 
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nitrate 1.5 g was added and mixed thoroughly. A homogenous solution was prepared by 

the dropwise addition of 25 mL of concentrated sulfuric acid at 10 °C by keeping beaker 

in an ice-cold water. To this solution, 9.0 g of the potassium permanganate aqueous 

solution was gently added, and the temperature was raised to 35 °C for 3 h. Furthermore, 

after the addition of 300 mL of deionized water, the solution was furthest heated to 90 °C 

for 1 h. In a succeeding step, 60 mL of 35% H2O2 was added dropwise to the above 

solution. Lastly, the obtained solution was cooled down, centrifuged and thoroughly 

washed with deionized water and 5% HCl solution until the pH maintained to neutral. A 

brownish colored graphene powder was obtained, some of it was dried at 70 °C for PXRD 

analysis, while rest was kept in a semidry condition for further processing. The 10% 

semidry GO was then placed in an oven and subjected to flash at 200 °C to obtain the 

rGO.313  

 

Figure 2-1. Synthesis of Reduced Graphene Oxide. 

2.2.6. Synthesis of Graphene-Supported Calcium Palladium Nanocrystals 

Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO were synthesized with optimal 30% metal loading. In the first step, 

70 mg of the as-synthesized rGO was suspended in a mixture of water and ethanol to obtain 
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a homogenous suspension and sonicated for 30 minutes. An appropriate amount of sodium 

hydroxide (11.2 mg/0.2 mmol) was added to a solution of calcium chloride (12 mg or 0.1 

mmol) in deionized water to make calcium hydroxide, which is then added to the above 

suspension. Subsequently, palladium acetylacetonate (34 mg/0.1 mmol) was added in the 

above suspension and reduced to metallic Pd with sodium borohydride. The resulting 

suspension was then centrifuged, followed by washing with a mixture of water and ethanol. 

The collected precipitates were then vacuum dried and the black colored powder of 

PdCa/rGO was obtained. Moreover, for the activation of the catalysts calcination was done 

at 300 °C under argon atmosphere.   

2.2.7. Synthesis of Graphene-Supported Strontium Palladium Nanocrystals 

The catalyst with a total metal loading of 30% was synthesized via the sodium borohydride 

reduction method. Typically, 70 mg of rGO was dispersed in a 20 mL of ethanol/water 

mixture via ultrasonication for 30 minutes to obtain a homogenous suspension. To the 

above suspension aqueous solution of strontium chloride was added and then sodium 

hydroxide aqueous solution was added to obtain the strontium hydroxide and again 

sonicated for 30 minutes. Subsequently, palladium acetylacetonate (34 mg/0.1 mmol) was 

added in the above suspension and reduced to metallic Pd with sodium borohydride. The 

resulting suspension was then centrifuged, followed by washing with a mixture of water 

and ethanol. The collected precipitates were then vacuum dried and the black colored 

powder of PdSr(OH)2/rGO was obtained. Moreover, for the activation of the catalysts 

calcination was done at 300 °C under argon atmosphere.  

2.3. Materials Characterizations 
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PXRD: The crystal structures and phase purity of the synthesized samples were analyzed 

by XRD (Bruker D8 Venture) using Cu X-ray source equipped with a Photon 100 detector. 

The transmission mode was used to perform measurements between 5 and 90° 2θ for 

different catalysts. 

SEM and EDX: Hitachi S4700 was used to obtain scanning electron microporousimages 

at an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. A carbon tape on SEM stub was used to deposit the 

electrocatalyst powders. Moreover, the Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis and EDX 

mapping were acquired during conventional SEM investigations. 

TEM: The transmission electron micrographs and high-resolution transmission electron 

micrographs (HRTEM) were acquired through JEOL 2100 Cryo operating at an 

acceleration voltage of 200 kV. The carbon-coated copper grid was used to prepare the 

TEM specimen by drop-casting the samples homogenized in ethanol on the grid. 

XPS: Physical Electronics PHI 5400 (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy XPS system 

standard 15 KV dual anode X-ray source 04-3030 ion source) was used to investigate X-

ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) operated with Al Kα X-ray source. The sample was 

placed rightly on copper tape and CasaXPS was used for image processing and Peak fitting. 

Raman Spectroscopy: A Horiba XploRA PLUS Raman microscope was used for Raman 

analysis having 532 nm Laser source and 10x Objective. 

ICP-MS: Elemental analysis was performed with an ICP spectrometer ICAP 6000 Series 

and CHNS analyzer 2400 Series II CHNS/O was used.  

2.4. Electrochemical Measurements 
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2.4.1. Water Oxidation 

Typically, 4 mg of the catalysts were dispersed in 2-propanol followed by the addition of 

Nafion 117 aqueous solution (5% Sigma Aldrich) to make a homogeneous ink. 

Subsequently, the ink was drop casted on a 0.25 cm2 of nickel foam to ensure that the entire 

surface of the nickel foam is covered with catalysts forming a monolayer thin film working 

electrode. The electrochemical performance of electrodes on CHI 760 electrochemical 

analyzer equipped with a typical three-electrode cell. The cell included modified NF as a 

working electrode (surface area: 0.25 cm2), platinum wire (diameter 0.5 mm) used as a 

counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl was used as a reference electrode. Before electrochemical 

investigations, the solution was eradicated with Argon for at least 30 minutes. Linear sweep 

voltammetry (LSV) was obtained at a scan rate of 10 mV/s between 0 to 1.5 V (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) for OER, and 0 to -2.0 for HER. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) were used to 

evaluate electrical double layer capacitance at a scan rate ranging from 100 to 500 mV/s in 

a non-faradaic region. Chronopotentiometry (CP) measurements were obtained by 

applying a constant current for different electrodes up to 24 h. The potential values were 

converted to the standard reversible hydrogen electrode to compare with the up-to-

datecatalysts. 

2.4.2. Alkaline Fuel Cell 

Typically, 4 mg of the catalysts were dispersed in 2-propanol followed by the addition of 

5% Nafion 117 aqueous solution to make a homogeneous ink. Subsequently, a monolayer 

was formed on the electrode active surface by drop-casting catalyst ink on GCE. The 

electrochemical investigations were performed on Biologic SP-300 

potentiostat/galvanostat. Typical electrochemical setup with the three-electrode cell was 
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used for the electrochemical investigations; modified GCE was employed as a working 

electrode, a foil of Pt wire (diameter 0.5 mm) was used as an auxiliary electrode to perform 

the counter-reaction, and Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) was chosen as a reference electrode. 

The Electrochemical active surface area was obtained by running cyclic voltammetry in 1 

mol L-1 KOH solution at a scan rate of 20 mVs-1. Meanwhile, 0.5 mol L-1 KOH served the 

purposes of supporting electrolyte for alcohol (ethanol and methanol) oxidation, while 0.5 

mol L-1 of HClO4 for formic acid electro-oxidation. Electrochemical measurements were 

performed via cyclic voltammetry, while the stability and durability of the catalysts were 

obtained via chronoamperometric (CA) measurements in the same solution composition.  

Moreover, before running experiments for electrooxidation, the surface of the 

electrocatalysts was cleaned by performing cyclic voltammetry between specified 

potentials for 10 cycles. The chronoamperometric measurements to test the stability of the 

electrocatalysts was performed for 3000s in the same working solution at a desired 

potential range.  
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3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Characterization of β-Co(OH)2 and α-Co(OH)2 

The phase purity and the crystal structures were confirmed through PXRD analysis. Figure 

3.1 confirms the presence of β and α-Co(OH)2 with the characteristic diffraction patterns 

at 19.08°, 34.01°, 37.69° and 51.28° corresponding to (001), (100), (011), and (012) 

crystallographic planes for β-Co(OH)2. Meanwhile, Figure 3.1b illustrates diffraction 

peaks at 11.18°, 22.52°, 33.90°, and 50.90° corresponding to the (003), (006), (012) and 

(110) diffraction planes for α-Co(OH)2, respectively. The peak at 11.18° is attributed to the 

expansion of the layers due to the presence of interlayer anions along c-axis i.e. chloride 

ions.  
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Figure 3-1. (a) PXRD pattern for β-Co(OH)2. (b) PXRD pattern of α-Co(OH)2.  

The EDX analysis shows the elemental composition of β-Co(OH)2, which confirms the 

presence of a substantial amount of only Co and O in the sample illustrated in Figure 3.2.  
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Figure 3-2. Representative EDX image of β-Co(OH)2. 

Moreover, the EDX elemental mapping illustrates the homogeneous distribution of Co and 

O in the sample, Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3-3. Representative EDX mapping of β-Co(OH)2. 
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Similarly, the EDX analysis shows the elemental composition of α-Co(OH)2 in Figure 3.4. 

The presence of a substantial amount of Co, O with an additional peak for Cl was identified 

in the sample due to the presence of interlayer anions responsible for the larger d-spacing.  

 

Figure 3-4. (a) Representative EDX image of α-Co(OH)2. 

Moreover, the EDX mapping illustrates the homogeneous distribution for Co, O, and Cl in 

the sample, Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3-5. (a) Representative EDX mapping of α-Co(OH)2. 

The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) specific surface areas of the β-Co(OH)2 and α-

Co(OH)2 were measured via nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K presented in 

Figure 3.6a. The as-synthesized samples displayed a type IV isotherm, which suggests the 

presence of pores of different sizes. The BET surface area, Langmuir surface area, pore 

volume, and BET pore size for β-Co(OH)2 were measured as 40.62 m2g-1, 272.90 m2g-1, 

0.16 cm3g-1 and 88.33 Å, while those of the α-Co(OH)2 were 80.78 m2g-1, 292.01 m2g-1, 

0.28 cm3g-1 and 56.78 Å, respectively. According to the pore size distribution in Figure 

3.6b & c, calculated via the BJH method, there is a predominance of pores between 2-50 
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Å. The pore size distribution suggested the presence of both microporous(size up to 2 nm) 

and mesoporous (2-50 nm) according to IUPAC definition.314-315 

 

Figure 3-6. (a) N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K. (b & c) Corresponding pore size distribution 

plots.  

The increase in BET surface area and pore volume for α-Co(OH)2 is responsible for its 

better activity towards oxygen evolution reaction Table 3.1.  

Table 3-1. BET surface area analysis of β and α-Co(OH)2 

Materials 

 

BET Surface 

Area m2g-1 

Langmuir Surface 

Area m2g-1 

BJH Pore 

Volume (cm3g-1) 

BET Pore 

Size (Å) 
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β-

Co(OH)2 

40.62 272.90 0.16 88.33 

α-

Co(OH)2 

87.78 292.01 0.28 56.78 

  

The XPS analysis proves the existence of all the anticipated elements in β-Co(OH)2, where 

cobalt displayed intense peaks for Co 2p3/2 at 779.5 eV, and Co 2p1/2 at 795.8 eV illustrated 

in Figure 3.7a. The binding energy difference between the two peaks is 16.3 eV larger than 

that for the Co3O4 (15 eV)  attributed to the presence of Co3+. However, no prominent 

satellite peaks were observed confirming the absence of Co2+. The O 1s peak fitting 

revealed two different types of oxygen bonding, one with metals and others due to the 

presence of hydroxyl ions.  The peak positioned at 529.3 eV is assigned to the oxygen 

bonded with the metals, whereas the peak at 531.2 eV is due to the hydroxyl ions illustrated 

in Figure 3.7b. Additionally, the absence of chlorine in the XPS illustrates that there are no 

interlayer anions typical for the formation of β-Co(OH)2 parallel with the PXRD and EDX 

analysis in Figure 3.7c.  
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Figure 3-7. XPS analysis of β-Co(OH)2. (a) Co. (b) O. (c) Complete XPS. 

The XPS analysis of α-Co(OH)2 proves the existence of all the anticipated elements, 

where cobalt displayed intense peaks for Co 2p3/2 at 780.8 eV, and Co 2p1/2 at 796.7 eV 

illustrated in Figure 3.8a. The binding energy difference between the two peaks is 15.9 eV 

that is larger than the difference for Co3O4 (15 eV)  attributed to the presence of Co3+. The 

positive shift in the binding energy towards higher binding energies corresponds to the 
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increase in the electronic density around the cobalt metal center. Moreover, the presence 

of two satellite peaks at 786.3 eV and 802.8 eV, respectively illustrated the presence of 

Co2+ as well in α-Co(OH)2 . The presence of both Co2+ and Co3+ is a direct illustration of 

the formation of α-Co(OH)2 consistent with the PXRD and EDX analysis as well. 

Furthermore, chloride ions were detected at 196.5 eV for Cl 2p in Figure 3.8b due to the 

intercalation from the precursor metal salt.316  The O 1s peak fitting revealed two different 

types of oxygen bonding one with metals and others due to the presence of hydroxyl ions. 

The peak located at 531.2 eV is due to the oxygen bonded with the metals, while the peak 

appeared at 531.9 eV is due to the presence of hydroxyl ions illustrated in Figure 3.8c. 
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Figure 3-8. XPS analysis of α-Co(OH)2. (a) Co. (b) Cl. (c) O. (d) Complete XPS. 

3.2. Characterization of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH 

The phase purity and the crystal structures were confirmed via XRD analysis. The 

stoichiometric ratios were calculated from EDX analysis. Figure 3.9 confirms the 

formation of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH having characteristic diffraction peaks at 11.33°, 21.2°, 

28.69°, and 50.56° corresponding to the (003), (006), (009) and (110) crystallographic 

planes, Figure 3.9c. The peak at 11.33° is assigned to larger d-spacing due to the presence 
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of interlayer anions i.e. chloride ions, Figure 3.9c. Moreover, when the concentration of 

cobalt was increased a minor shift in the peaks was observed for α- Zn0.29Co0.71OOH in 

Figure 3.1d, and a similar diffraction pattern was observed for α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH in Figure 

3.9e.  

 

Figure 3-9. (a) PXRD of β-Co(OH)2. (b) PXRD of α-Co(OH)2. (c) PXRD of α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. (d) PXRD of α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH. (e) PXRD of α-Zn0.21Co0.79OOH.  

The SEM image in Figure 3.10a shows a sheet like morphology for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH as 

expected for the metal hydroxides and oxyhydroxides. Figure 3.10b shows a high-

resolution image of the α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH, again showing that the sheet is composed of 

several layers.  
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Figure 3-10. (a & b) Representative SEM images of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH.  

The elemental composition was expounded via EDX analysis. Figure 3.11a, b, and c show 

the purity of the sample and confirm the presence of Co, Zn, and Cl in the samples 

presented in Table 3.2. 
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Figure 3-11. (a) Representative EDX image of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. (b) α-

Zn0.29Co0.71OOH. (c) α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH. 
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Table 3-2. Comparative Elemental Analysis of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH. 

Element. Line Intensity (c/s) Atomic % Conc 

α- Zn0.45Co0.55OOH     

Cl Ka 153.32 4.167 6.571 

Co Ka 201.04 8.020 21.024 

Zn Ka 147.79 10.474 30.457 

α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH     

Cl Ka 129.29 10.099 12.625 

Co Ka 120.79 14.212 29.532 

Zn Ka 42.66 8.699 20.050 

α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH     

Cl Ka 11.18 1.147 0.877 

Co Ka 380.55 53.105 67.527 

Zn Ka 59.73 14.835 20.924 

 

The EDX mapping shows the homogeneous distribution of Co, O, Zn and Cl in the sample 

which illustrates the retention of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in the α-Zn0.45Co0.55OOH, Figure 

3.12. 
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Figure 3-12. Representative EDX mapping of α- Zn0.45Co0.55OOH. 

 The transmission electron micrographs in Figure 3.13 displayed sheet like structure 

for α-Zn1-xCoxOOH. The average width of the sheet is less than 5 nm for α-

Zn0.29Co0.71OOH corresponding to its higher surface area. The average width of the layers 

for α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH was calculated to be 1.8 nm and 3.4 nm in Figure 3.13e. The 

HRTEM was used to evaluate the lattice parameter and the calculated lattice fringes are 

shown in the inset of Figure 3.13d & 3.13e for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH and α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH, 

respectively. The average distance between the layers was calculated to be 7.8 Å for α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH, and 8.6 Å for α- Zn0.29Co0.71OOH, respectively. Furthermore, the atomic 

level information revealed the structural details at the atomic level and the interstitial 

octahedral sites are highlighted in the inset of Figure 3.13e. These sites could be 
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responsible for the efficient oxygen evolution reaction. The TEM and HRTEM of α-

Zn0.2Co0.8OOH are shown in Figure 3.13c & f.  

 

Figure 3-13. Structural analysis of electrocatalysts. (a) TEM micrograph of α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. (b) TEM micrograph of α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH. (c) TEM micrograph of α-

Zn0.2Co0.8OOH. (d) HRTEM micrograph of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH, inset shows the lattice 

fringes. (e) HRTEM micrograph of α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH showing exceptionally thin sheets, 

inset (top right) highlights the octahedral sites. (f) HRTEM micrograph of α-

Zn0.2Co0.8OOH. 

 The XPS analysis proves the existence of all the anticipated elements in α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH, where cobalt displayed intense peaks for Co 2p3/2 at 780.7 eV, and Co 

2p1/2 at 796.8 eV illustrated in Figure 3.14a. The binding energy difference between the 

two peaks is 16.1 eV attributed to the presence of Co3+. Moreover, the presence of two 
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satellite peaks at 785.7 eV and 802.6 eV, respectively illustrated the presence of Co2+. The 

presence of both Co2+ and Co3+ illustrates the preservation of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. The Zn 2p3/2 peak appeared at 1021.2 eV, and Zn 2p1/2 at 1044.4 eV, 

Figure 3.14b, with a spin-orbit splitting of 23.2 eV, due to the presence of Zn2+. Moreover, 

the auger signal for Zn LMM appeared at 498.6 eV attributed to the bonding of Zn with 

oxygen in the lattice, and the disappearance of any shoulder peak at 494 eV confirmed the 

absence of any interstitial Zn atoms in the lattice, Figure 3.15. The O 1s peak fitting 

revealed two different types of oxygen bonding, one with metals and others due to the 

presence of hydroxyl ions. The peak located at 531.1 eV is due to the oxygen bonded with 

the metals, while the peaks which appeared at 531.4 eV is due to the presence of hydroxyl 

ions shown in Figure 3.14c. Furthermore, chloride ions were detected at 198.1 eV for Cl 

2p illustrated in Figure 3.14d attributed to the intercalation from the precursor metal salt.316 

It confirms the formation of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH consistent with the XRD and EDX analysis 

as well. 
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Figure 3-14. Representative X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) spectra of α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. (a) Co 2p. (b) Zn 2p. (c) O 1s. (d) Cl 2p. 
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Figure 3-15. (a) Complete X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) spectrum of α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH. (b) Zn LMM spectrum. 
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The comparative XPS analysis shows that the Co present in the α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH is the 

parent α-Co(OH)2 because it has binding energies close to that of the α-Co(OH)2 and has 

specified peaks for both the Co2+ and Co3+  as illustrated in Figure 3.16. 

 

Figure 3-16. Comparative XPS analysis of Co 2p. (a) β-Co(OH)2. (b) α-Co(OH)2. (c) α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH 

The BET specific surface area of the β-Co(OH)2, α-Co(OH)2 and α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH was 

measured via nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K shown in Figure 3.17a. The 

as-synthesized samples exhibit a type IV isotherm, which suggests the presence of pores 

of different sizes. The BET surface area, Langmuir surface area, pore volume, and BET 

pore size for β-Co(OH)2 were measured as 40.62 m2g-1, 272.90 m2g-1, 0.16 cm3g-1 and 
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88.33 Å, while those of the α-Co(OH)2 were 80.78 m2g-1, 292.01 m2g-1, 0.28 cm3g-1, and 

56.78 Å,  and  α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH were 117.25 m2g-1, 767.45 m2g-1, 0.18 cm3g-1,  and 61.15 

Å, respectively. According to the pore size distribution in Figure 3.17b & c, calculated via 

the BJH method, there is a predominance of pores between 2-50 Å. The pore size 

distribution suggests the presence of both microporous(size up to 2 nm) and mesoporous 

(2-50 nm) according to IUPAC definition.314-315 

 

Figure 3-17. (a) N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K. (b & c) Corresponding pore size 

distribution plots. 

The calculated BET surface areas are presented in Table 3.3. 

Table 3-3. BET surface area analysis of β-Co(OH)2, α-Co(OH)2, and  α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH 
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Material BET Surface Area 

m2g-1 

Langmuir 

Surface Area 

m2g-1 

BJH Pore 

Volume (cm3g-1) 

BET 

Pore 

Size (Å) 

β-Co(OH)2 40.62 272.90 0.16 88.33 

α-Co(OH)2 87.78 292.01 0.28 56.78 

α- 

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH 
117.25 767.45 0.18 61.15 

 

3.3. OER Catalytic Performance of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH 

The performance of Zn1-xCoxOOH electrocatalysts towards oxygen evolution reactions 

was evaluated in 1M KOH solution using modified Nickel foam as a working electrode. 

According to the literature monolayer of the catalyst provides the best-optimized activity, 

hence a thin layer of the catalyst ink was prepared and deposited on a sheet of nickel foam 

(surface area 0.25 cm2) to make working electrode. Figure 3.18a illustrates the OER LSV 

curves of α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF, α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF, and α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF in an 

Argon purged 1 M KOH solution. All the LSV measurements were normalized to the 

geometrical surface area of the working electrode. In Figure 3.18a an oxidation peak was 

identified for Zn1-xCoxOOH and α-Co(OH)2 due to Co(II)-Co(III) oxidation, and partially 

due to the oxidation of Ni in the nickel foam. Hence, due to Co(II)-Co(III) oxidation, the 

oxygen evolution overpotential at 10 mAcm-2 is not certain. Therefore, for a better and true 

overpotential, we have deliberately chosen 200 mAcm-2 for further correspondent 

calculations.64, 317 Interestingly, the α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF requires the lowest 

overpotential of only 330 mV to produce a current density of 200 mAcm-2, while 350 and 

370 mV required for α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF and α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF illustrated in Figure 

3.18a. The kinetics of electrochemical water oxidation was evaluated through the Tafel 
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slope analysis, which favors OER kinetics for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF among a small 

assembly of catalysts tested, Figure 3.18b. The Tafel slopes for α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF, α-

Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF, and α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF are 108, 44 and 33 mVdec-1, 

respectively. The improved activity of the α-Zn1-xCoxOOH is attributed to the replacement 

of Zn with Co, because it will lower the energy levels of both intermediates and products318, 

and partially to the exceptionally thin sheets and availability of the exposed active 

octahedral sites in the crystal lattice as highlighted in the TEM and BET analysis. The 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of α-ZnxCo1-xOOH/NF is shown in Figure 

3.18c. The equivalent circuit of EIS has three promising features a constant phase element 

(CPE), a solution resistance (Rs) and a charge-transfer resistance (Rct) fitted by ZView 

software.  The Rct and diameter of the semi-circle for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF is smaller 

than the other electrodes in the series, suggesting a fast electron transfer. Thus α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF will expedite the OER kinetics and in turn, requires low overpotential 

to catalyze OER. The long-term stability of an electrocatalyst is necessary to evaluate the 

electrochemical durability for commercial applications since the continuous 

electrochemical reaction causes gas evolution at the surface of the electrode in the 

electrolyte environment. To avoid the side reactions and to test the long-term stability in a 

typical OER kinetic region, we have evaluated the stability in a typical OER kinetic region 

100 mAcm-2 via chronopotentiometry was used to evaluate the stability. Figure 3.18d 

shows the 24 h continuous durability plot and the corresponding potential shift. The 

Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF shows excellent stability for 24 h and a minor change in the potential 

was observed after 24 h i.e. from 1.60 V to 1.62 V. 
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Figure 3-18. OER performance of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH electrocatalysts. (a) Linear sweep 

voltammograms of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH (b) Corresponding Tafel slopes. (c) Nyquist Plots of 

catalysts. (d) Chronopotentiometry durability test. 

Furthermore, in comparison with the already reported catalysts of the same nature, it can 

be clearly perceived that our Zn1-xCoxOOH based catalysts are much more active than the 

already used OER catalysts at 50 mAcm-2 presented in Table 3.4.  

Table 3-4. A comparison of OER catalysts at 50 mAcm-2 

Catalyst ƞ50 (mV) Electrolyte Ref 
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α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH 330/ ƞ200 1M KOH This Work 

α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH 350/ ƞ200 1M KOH This Work 

α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH 370/ ƞ200 1M KOH This work 

NiFe@NiO/NF 340 1M KOH 319 

NiCo LDH 430 1M KOH 64 

Ni5P4 sheets 570 1M KOH 320 

Co-P Films 390 1M KOH 321 

Co3O4/N-rmGO 350 1M KOH 322 

Ni3N Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 323 

Co3O4/NiCo2O4 400 1M KOH 58 

CoSe2 430 1M KOH 324 

Ni-NiO-CNT 400 1M KOH 325 

Ni3Se2/CF 340 1M KOH 326 

NiFe@NCx 400 0.1M KOH 327 

Co3BO5‐R‐MWCNTs 310 1M KOH 328 

CoFe@NC/rGO 380 1M KOH 329 

Ni3Ge2O5(OH)4 Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 330 

La2NiMnO6 450  331 

CoSn2/NF 320 1M KOH 332 

Ag-decorated Co(OH)2 

sheets 

370 1M KOH 333 

 

For commercial purposes the synthesized electrocatalysts have been tested up to 2 

(V vs. RHE) (Figure 3.19) that is an acceptable limit for an electrolyzer to be applied at 

commercial scale. The α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF electrode displayed the highest current 

density of 1353 mAcm-2 at an applied voltage of 1.88 V (vs RHE), respectively. It 
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demonstrated that the electrodes are stable at an extreme applied condition and are potential 

candidates for commercial purposes.  

 

Figure 3-19. Comparison of α-Zn1-xCoxOOH electrocatalysts at 2V for OER.  

The turnover frequency for an electrocatalytic water splitting can be evaluated by different 

means. In our case, we have chosen the method of using OER current at specific 

overpotential and the surface concentration of the catalyst atoms at the modified Nickel 

foam working electrode calculated from the amount of the catalyst we added to modify the 

working electrode. The corresponding expression as: 

TOF = i×NA / A × F × n × ᴦ 
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Where i = Current, NA = Avogadro number, A = Geometrical surface area of the 

electrode, F = Faraday constant, n = number of electrons and ᴦ = Surface concentration. 

We have taken the OER current observed at 1.60 V (vs. RHE) and the calculated the TOF 

is 2.92 s-1, 2.34 s-1, 2.04 s-1, 0.23 s-1, for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF, α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF, α-

Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF, and α-Co(OH)2, respectively shown in Figure 3.20.  

 

Figure 3-20. TOF curves of α-CoOOH, α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF, α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF, α-

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF. 

Furthermore, for practical applications electrical double layer capacitance (EDLC) 

was used to evaluate the capacitive behavior of the synthesized electrocatalysts. Figure 

3.21a, b & c illustrates the cyclic voltammograms for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF, α-

Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF, and α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF, respectively at various scan rates from 
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100 to 500 mVs-1 in the non-faradaic region between 0.9-1.0 V (vs. RHE). A rectangular 

behavior was observed for all the synthesized catalysts, which confirms the existence of a 

double layer. Furthermore, a linear increase in both the anodic (ia) and cathodic (ic) current 

densities was observed with an increase in the scan rate. The capacitance of α- 

Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF is 5.80 mFcm-2 and α-Zn0.29Co0.71OOH/NF is 4.32 mFcm-2 higher 

than the capacitance for α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF i.e. 3.64 mFcm-2, Figure 3.21c.  

 

Figure 3-21. Cyclic voltammograms for α-Zn1-xCoxOOH /NF electrodes at the scan rate of 

100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mVs−1 in 1 M KOH. (a) α-Zn0.55Co0.45OOH/NF. (b) α-

Zn0.29Co0.79OOH/NF. (c) α-Zn0.2Co0.8OOH/NF. (d) Corresponding fitted curves at 0.96 V 

(vs. RHE). 
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3.4. Material Characterization of Mn Substituted α-CoOOH  

The phase purity and the crystal structures were confirmed through PXRD analysis Figure 

3.22 illustrated the formation of α-CoxMn1-xOOH having characteristic diffraction peaks 

12.58°, 24.26°, 31.4°, and 51.64° corresponding to the (003), (006), (012) and (110) 

crystallographic planes, respectively. The larger d-spacing is attributed to the presence of 

interlayer anions in α-CoMnOOH i.e. chloride ions in Figure 3.22c. A similar diffraction 

pattern was observed for α-Co2MnOOH and α-Co3MnOOH, respectively in Figure 3.22 d 

& e.  

 

Figure 3-22. (a) PXRD of β-Co(OH)2. (b) PXRD of α-Co(OH)2. (c) PXRD of α-

CoMnOOH. (d) PXRD of α-Co2MnOOH. (e) PXRD of α-Co3MnOOH. 
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The SEM image in Figure 3.23 illustrates an approximately spherical shaped 

structure for α-CoxMn1-xOOH. The spherical structures are homogeneously present in all 

the three synthesized samples. The size of the spheres is roughly the same in the as-

synthesized samples due to the same synthetic conditions. Further investigations revealed 

that the spheres are made of jointly petal-like sheets characteristic of metal hydroxides.  

 

Figure 3-23. Representative SEM images of α-CoxMn1-xOOH. (a & d) α-CoMnOOH. (b 

& e) α-Co2MnOOH. (c & f) α-Co3MnOOH. 

The elemental composition was elucidated through EDX analysis, which shows the 

presence of a significant amount of chloride for α-CoxMn1-xOOH, Figure 3.24. The 

presence of chlorine in the EDX spectrum illustrates the in-situ formation of α-CoxMn1-
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xOOH consistent with the PXRD analysis. The elemental compositions are presented in 

Table 3.5.  
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Figure 3-24. (a) Representative EDX spectrum of α-CoMnOOH. (b) α-Co2MnOOH. (c) 

α-Co3MnOOH. 

Table 3-5. Comparative Elemental Analysis of α-CoxMn1-xOOH 

Element. Line Intensity (c/s) Atomic % Conc 

CoMnOOH     

Cl Ka 7.00 2.805 1.798 

Mn Ka 159.90 73.984 73.475 

Co Ka 33.58 23.211 24.727 

Co2MnOOH     

Cl Ka 4.83 1.893 1.175 

Mn Ka 86.10 34.396 33.085 

Co Ka 105.56 63.711 65.740 

Co3MnOOH     

Cl Ka 3.72 1.971 1.723 

Mn Ka 17.01 8.830 11.963 

Co Ka 60.16 48.275 70.165 

 

The EDX mapping shows the homogeneous distribution of Co, O, Mn and Cl in the 

sample illustrate the retention of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in the α-Co3MnOOH, Figure 3.25. 
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Figure 3-25. Representative EDX mapping of α-Co3MnOOH 

The transmission electron micrographs in Figure 3.26a shows the presence of sheet 

like structure for α-CoxMn1-xOOH, while a rib like morphology was identified for α-

Co2MnOOH shown in Figure 3.26c, and platelets were formed in case of α-Co3MnOOH 

Figure 3.26e. The average width of the sheet is 5-15 nm, and the length of the sheets is less 

than 150 nm, which are distributed homogeneously in the entire sample as shown in Figure 

3.26a. The average width of the ribs like structure is 3-4 nm, while the length is 

significantly reduced to 10-20 nm, Figure 3.26c. The ribs like structures are parallel stacked 

and homogeneously form a compact structure. Furthermore, Figure 3.26e presents platelets 

with an average width of 3-4 nm and the length was in the range of 10-20 nm. The platelets 

can be seen in the entire micrograph with exposed edges, and hence each platelet can serve 

as an individual catalyst to perform the electrocatalysis. The high-resolution transmission 
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electron micrographs were used to calculate the lattice parameters, and lattice fringes are 

highlighted in Figure 3.26b, d and, f for α-CoMnOOH, α-Co2MnOOH, and α-Co3MnOOH, 

respectively. Furthermore, the atomic level investigations were carried out to reveal the 

interstitial octahedral sites as highlighted in Figure 3.26b, d, and f. These sites could be 

responsible for the efficient oxygen evolution reaction.  
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Figure 3-26. Structural analysis of electrocatalysts. (a) TEM micrograph of α-CoMnOOH. 

(c) TEM micrograph of α-Co2MnOOH. (e) TEM micrograph of α-Co3MnOOH. (b, d & f) 

HRTEM micrograph of representative electrocatalysts showing lattice fringes and 

highlighted octahedral site. 

The high-resolution XPS analysis proves the existence of all the required elements, 

where cobalt 2p was split into Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 at 780.8 eV and 797.0 eV, respectively 

due to spin orbit coupling illustrated in Figure 3.27a. The energy difference between the 

two peaks is 16.20 eV attributed to the presence of Co3+. Similarly, two satellite peaks 

appeared at 786.6 eV and 803.0 eV, respectively confirm the presence of Co2+.334 The 

presence of both Co2+ and Co3+ illustrated the preservation of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in α-

Co3MnOOH. The Mn 2p3/2 and Mn 2p1/2 peaks were observed at 642.4 eV and 653.3 eV, 

respectively, shown in Figure 3.27b, with a spin-orbit splitting of 10.9 eV corresponding 

to the presence of Mn3+,4+. The Mn peak is slightly shifted towards lower binding energies, 

this could be due to the presence of interlayer Cl-1 ions which interact with the Mn+3,+4 ions. 

The predominant species is the Mn+3 ions while the Mn+4 ions are counter balanced by the 

interlayer Cl-1 ions. Moreover, the Mn 3s peak which splits up into two peaks was used to 

further investigate the oxidation state of Mn. The O 1s peak fitting revealed two different 

types of oxygen binding modes, one with metals and others due to the presence of hydroxyl 

ions. The peak positioned at 531.3 eV is assigned to the oxygen bonded with the metals, 

whereas the peak at 533.2 eV is due to the hydroxyl ions, Figure 3.27c. Additionally, 

chloride ions appeared at 198.5 eV for Cl 2p shown in Figure 3.27d due to the intercalation 

of Cl-1 in between the layers.316 The XPS analysis illustrates the successful formation of α-

CoxMn1-xOOH consistent with the PXRD and EDX analysis as well. Meanwhiles, Mn 3s 
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peak shows multiple splitting with a binding energy difference of 5.7 eV, which is nearby 

to the Mn 3s peak for MnCl2 due to the presence of Mn (II) ions Figure 3.28. 

 

Figure 3-27. Representative X-ray photoelectron spectra of α-Co3MnOOH. (a) Co 2p. (b) 

Mn 2p. (c) O 1s. (d) Cl 2p. 
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Figure 3-28. (a) Representative XPS spectra of α-Co3MnOOH. (b) Mn 3s showing 

multiplet splitting. 
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The comparative XPS analysis shows that the Co present in the α- Co3MnOOH is the parent 

α-Co(OH)2 because it has binding energies close to that of the α-Co(OH)2 and has specified 

peaks for both the Co2+ and Co3+  in Figure 3.29. 

 

Figure 3-29. Comparative XPS analysis of Co 2p. (a) β-Co(OH)2. (b) α-Co(OH)2. (c) α-

Co3MnOOH. 

The BET surface area of the β-Co(OH)2,  α-Co(OH)2 and α-Co3MnOOH were measured 

via nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K Figure 3.30a. The as-synthesized 

samples exhibit a type IV isotherm, which suggests the presence of pores of different sizes. 

The BET surface area, Langmuir surface area, pore volume, and BET pore size for β-

Co(OH)2 were measured as 40.62 m2g-1, 272.90 m2g-1, 0.16 cm3g-1 and 88.33 Å, while 

those of the α-Co(OH)2 were 80.78 m2g-1, 292.01 m2g-1, 0.28 cm3g-1 and 56.78 Å,  and α-
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Co3MnOOH were 124.78 m2g-1, 933.37 m2g-1, 0.41 cm3g-1  and 60.18 Å, respectively. 

According to the pore size distribution shown in Figure 3.30b & c, calculated via the BJH 

method, there is a predominance of pores between 2-50 Å. The pore size distribution 

suggests the presence of both microporous(size up to 2 nm) and mesoporous (2-50 nm) 

according to IUPAC definition.314-315 

 

Figure 3-30. (a) N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K. (b & c) Corresponding pore size 

distribution plots. 

The calculated BET surface areas are presented in Table 3.6. 

Table 3-6. BET surface area analysis of β-Co(OH)2, α-Co(OH)2, and  α-Co3MnOOH 
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Material BET 

Surface 

Area m2g-1 

Langmuir 

Surface Area 

m2g-1 

BJH Pore 

Volume (cm3g-1) 

BET Pore Size 

(Å) 

β-Co(OH)2 40.62 272.90 0.16 88.33 

α-Co(OH)2 87.78 292.01 0.28 56.78 

α- 

Co3MnOOH 
124.78 933.37 0.41 60.18 

 

3.5. OER Catalytic Performance of Mn substituted α-Co(OH)2  

The electrocatalytic activity of α-CoxMn1-xOOH towards oxygen evolution reactions was 

evaluated in 1M KOH solution using Nickel foam as a working electrode. A thin layer of 

the catalyst ink was prepared and deposited on a sheet of nickel foam [0.5cm×0.5cm 

(surface area 0.25cm2)] to make a modified working electrode. Figure 3.31a illustrates the 

OER LSV curves of α-CoMnOOH/NF, α-Co2MnOOH/NF and α-Co3MnOOH/NF in an 

Argon purged 1 M KOH solution. All the LSV measurements were normalized to the 

geometrical surface area of the working electrode. In Figure 3.31a an oxidation peak was 

observed due to Co(II)-Co(III) oxidation during the electrochemical process. Due to this 

Co(II)-Co(III) conversion, the oxygen evolution overpotential at 10 mAcm-2 is not certain. 

Hence, for a better and true overpotential, we have deliberately chosen 50 and 100 mAcm-

2 for further calculations.64, 317 Interestingly, the α-Co2MnOOH shows the lowest 

overpotential of only 150 mV at 50 mAcm-2, while 200 mV overpotential was observed for 

α-Co3MnOOH. The superior performance of the α-Co2MnOOH can be attributed to the 

thin platelets and the availability of exposed octahedral sites in the lattice, as highlighted 

by the TEM analysis which contributed to the increased BET surface area. Furthermore, in 

comparison with the already reported catalysts of the same nature, it is illustrated that our 
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α-CoMnOOH based catalysts are much more active than the already used catalysts for OER 

at 50 mAcm-2 Table 3.7. 

Table 3-7. A comparison of OER catalysts at 50 mAcm-2. 

Catalyst ƞ50 (mV) Electrolyte Ref 

α-Co3Mn LDH 200 1M KOH This Work 

α-Co2Mn LDH 150 1M KOH This work 

NiFe@NiO/NF 340 1M KOH 319 

NiCo LDH 430 1M KOH 64 

Ni5P4 sheets 570 1M KOH 320 

Co-P Films 390 1M KOH 321 

Co3O4/N-rmGO 350 1M KOH 322 

Ni3N Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 323 

Co3O4/NiCo2O4 400 1M KOH 58 

CoSe2 430 1M KOH 324 

Ni-NiO-CNT 400 1M KOH 325 

Ni3Se2/CF 340 1M KOH 326 

NiFe@NCx 400 0.1M KOH 327 

Co3BO5‐R‐MWCNTs 310 1M KOH 328 

CoFe@NC/rGO 380 1M KOH 329 

Ni3Ge2O5(OH)4 Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 330 

La2NiMnO6 450  331 

CoSn2/NF 320 1M KOH 332 

Ag-decorated Co(OH)2 

sheets 

370 1M KOH 333 
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Another parameter to compute the kinetics of an electrochemical process is the Tafel slope 

which described the auspicious OER kinetics for α-Co2MnOOH among the catalysts tested 

for OER illustrated in Figure 3.31b. The α-Co2MnOOH electrode exhibited the Tafel slope 

of only 90 mVdec-1, while Tafel slopes for α-Co3MnOOH and α-CoMnOOH are found to 

be 139 and 140 mVdec-1, respectively. Thus, the α-Co2MnOOH electrode possesses the 

lowest Tafel slope amongst all the catalysts tested due to the facile OER kinetics on the α-

Co2MnOOH electrocatalyst. The turnover frequency for electrocatalytic water splitting 

reactions can be evaluated by different means. In our case, we have chosen the method of 

using OER current at specific overpotential and the surface concentration of the catalyst 

atoms over the modified Nickel foam working electrode calculated from the amount of the 

catalyst added to modify the working electrode. The corresponding expression as: 

TOF = i×NA / A × F × n × ᴦ 

We have taken the OER current observed at 1.56 V (vs. RHE) and the calculated TOF are 

3.08 s-1, 1.98 s-1, and 0.79 s-1, for α-Co2MnOOH/NF, α-Co3MnOOH/NF, and α-

CoMnOOH/NF electrodes, respectively shown in Figure 3.31c. Moreover, the 

electrochemical durability test for the long-term stability of an electrocatalyst is important 

for its use in practical applications, since the continuous electrochemical reaction causes 

gas evolution at the electrode surface in the electrolyte environment. To avoid the side 

reactions and to test the long-term stability in a typical OER kinetic region, 100 mAcm-2 

via chronopotentiometry was used to evaluate stability. Figure 3.31d shows the 24 h 

continuous durability plot and the corresponding potential shift. The α-Co2MnOOH shows 

excellent stability for 24 h and a minor change in the potential was observed after 24 h i.e. 

from 1.57 V to 1.59 V.  
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Figure 3-31. OER performance of α-CoxMn1-xOOH electrocatalysts. (a) Linear sweep 

voltammograms of α-CoxMn1-xOOH. (b) Corresponding Tafel slopes. (c) TOF of the 

corresponding electrocatalysts. (d) Chronopotentiometry durability test. 

 For commercial purposes, the synthesized electrocatalysts have been tested up to 2 

V vs. RHE shown in Figure 3.32, which is an acceptable limit for an electrolyzer to be 

applied at a commercial scale. The α-Co2MnOOH electrode shows the highest current 

density of 2000 mAcm-2 at an applied voltage of 2 V, while α-Co3MnOOH produces 1717 

mAcm-2 and the lowest for α-CoMnOOH i.e. 966 mAcm-2.  
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Figure 3-32. LSV of α-CoxMn1-xOOH at 2V. 

Electrical double layer capacitance (EDLC) is another way to show the applicability 

of a catalyst for practical applications. Figure 3.33a, c & e illustrates the cyclic 

voltammograms of α-CoMnOOH, α-Co2MnOOH, and α-Co3MnOOH, respectively at 

various scan rates from 100 to 500 mVs-1 in the non-faradaic region between 0.9-1.0 V (vs. 

RHE). It was observed that all the electrocatalysts displayed a rectangular behavior, which 

confirms the existence of a double layer due to the increased electrochemically active 

surface area. Furthermore, a linear increase in both the anodic (ia) and cathodic (ic) current 

densities was observed with an increase in the scan rate. The calculated capacitance of α-

Co3MnOOH is 4.24 mFcm-2 which is higher than the capacitance for α-Co2MnOOH i.e. 

3.51 mFcm-2, which is, in turn, better than α-CoMnOOH.  
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Figure 3-33. Cyclic voltammograms for α-CoxMn1-xOOH/NF electrodes. (a) α-

CoMnOOH/NF. (c) α-Co2MnOOH/NF. (c) α-Co3MnOOH/NF. (b, d & f) Corresponding 

fitted curves. 
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3.6. Characterization of Fe Substituted α-CoOOH 

Crystal structure and phase purity were analyzed through powder PXRD analysis shown 

in Figure 3.34, which verifies the formation of α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH with the illustrative 

diffraction patterns at 11.86°, 23.90°, 33.33°, and 49.2° diffracted from the respective 

diffraction planes (003), (006), (012) and (110), respectively, Figure 3.34a. A similar 

diffraction pattern was observed for α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH and α-Fe0.24Co76OOH illustrated in 

Figure 3.22b and c, respectively. The relevance of peaks to α-Co(OH)2 illustrates the 

formation of  α-FexCo1-xOOH nanostructure. 

 

Figure 3-34. Structure of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH electrocatalyst. (c) PXRD of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. 

(d) PXRD of α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH. (e) PXRD of α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH. 
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EDX was used for elemental analysis, which illustrated the presence of Co and Fe, 

and the presence of a considerable amount of chlorine in the samples Figure 3.35a, b & c. 

The presence of chlorine in the EDX spectrum illustrated the in-situ synthesis of α-Fe1-

xCoxOOH structures.  
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Figure 3-35. (a) Representative EDX image of α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH. (b) EDX image of α-

Fe0.32Co0.68OOH. (c) EDX image of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. 

The EDX mapping shows the homogeneous distribution of Co, O, Fe and Cl in the sample 

which illustrated the retention of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in the α-Fe0.24Co76OOH, Figure 

3.36. 

 

Figure 3-36. (a) Representative EDX mapping of α-Fe0.24Co76OOH. 

The transmission electron micrographs in Figure 3.37 illustrates ultrafine α-

Fe0.24Co76OOH nanorods, while Figure 3.37b shows a high-resolution transmission 

micrograph having a set of α-Fe0.24Co76OOH nanorods, which are further highlighted in 

Figure 3.37c. It shows the presence of fine nanorods with few extended and large nanorods 

having an average width of less than 10 nm corresponding to the large surface area of the 
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nanorods. Further insight into the nanorods was evaluated through HRTEM analysis in 

Figure 3.37d, a single nanorod having a width of 10 nm is displayed which shows lattice 

fringes of 6.7 and 3.7 Å approximately.  

 

Figure 3-37. Structural analysis of electrocatalyst. (a & b) TEM micrograph of α-

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. (c & d) HRTEM micrograph of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH.  
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To further study the oxidation states, the surface composition of the as-synthesized 

α-Fe0.24Co76OOH, we performed XPS analysis. The complete XPS spectrum in Figure 3.38 

unfolds the presence of Co, Fe, O, Cl and C in the sample.  

 

 

Figure 3-38. Representative XPS spectra of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. 

The high-resolution XPS spectra of Co (2p) and Fe (2p) in Figure 3.39a and b were 

split into 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 due to spin-orbit coupling. The spin-orbit coupling of cobalt 

displayed intense peaks for Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 at 781.1 and 797.2 eV, respectively, 

Figure 3.27a. The binding energy difference between the two peaks is 16.1 eV proved the 

presence of Co3+. Moreover, two satellite peaks were identified at 786.8 eV and 803.1 eV, 

respectively, confirming the presence of Co2+.334 The Fe 2p3/2 peak appeared at 712.9 eV 
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and Fe 2p1/2 peak appeared at 726.5 eV Figure 3.39b, with a spin-orbit splitting of 13.6 eV. 

The peak at 712.9 eV is attributed to the presence of Fe3+ hydroxides and Fe3+ oxides 

because no identifiable peak at lower binding energies was observed due to the presence 

of Fe2+. The peak fitting for O 1s shows that the oxygen has two different binding modes, 

one with metals and others due to the presence of hydroxyl ions. The oxygen bonded with 

the metals is assigned at 531.3 eV, while the hydroxyl ions appeared at 529.3 eV Figure 

3.39c. Furthermore, the Cl 2p peak appeared at 198.4 eV in Figure 3.39 illustrated the 

intercalated chloride ions in the layers. 

 

Figure 3-39. Representative XPS spectra of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. (a) Co 2p. (b) Fe 2p. (c) 

O 1s. (d) Cl 2p. 
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The comparative XPS analysis shows that the Co present in the α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH is the 

parent α-Co(OH)2 because it has binding energies close to that of the α-Co(OH)2 and has 

specified peaks for both the Co2+ and Co3+ shown in Figure 3.40. 

 

Figure 3-40. Comparative XPS analysis of Co 2p. (a) β-Co(OH)2. (b) α-Co(OH)2. (c) 

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH. 

The BET surface areas of the β-Co(OH)2, α-Co(OH)2 and Fe0.24Co0.76OOH were measured 

via nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K Figure 3.41a. The samples exhibit a 

type IV isotherm, which suggests the presence of pores of different sizes. The BET surface 

area, Langmuir surface area, pore volume, and BET pore size for β-Co(OH)2 were 

measured as 40.62 m2g-1, 272.90 m2g-1, 0.16 cm3g-1 and 88.33 Å, while those of the α-
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Co(OH)2 were 80.78 m2g-1, 292.01 m2g-1, 0.28 cm3g-1 and 56.78 Å,  and α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH 

were 128.86 m2g-1, 928.96 m2g-1, 0.40 cm3g-1  and 58.76 Å, respectively. According to the 

pore size distribution in Figure 3.41b & c, calculated via the BJH method, there is a 

predominance of pores between 2-50 Å. The pore size distribution suggests the presence 

of both microporous(size up to 2 nm) and mesoporous (2-50 nm) according to IUPAC 

definition.314-315 

 

Figure 3-41. (a) N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K. (b & c) Corresponding pore size 

distribution plots. 

The calculated BET surface areas are presented in Table 3.8. 

Table 3-8. BET surface area analysis of of α-Co(OH)2, β-Co(OH)2, and α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH 
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Material BET 

Surface 

Area m2g-1 

Langmuir 

Surface Area 

m2g-1 

BJH Pore 

Volume (cm3g-1) 

BET Pore Size 

(Å) 

β-Co(OH)2 40.62 272.90 0.16 88.33 

α-Co(OH)2 87.78 292.01 0.28 56.78 

α-

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH 
128.86 928.96 0.40 58.76 

 

3.7. Oxygen Evolution Reaction of Fe Substituted α-CoOOH 

The oxygen evolution reactions of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH electrocatalysts were assessed 

in a 1M KOH solution using Nickel foam as a working electrode. To carry out efficient 

electrocatalysis a monolayer of the catalysts was deposited on a sheet of nickel [Foam 

0.5cm×0.5cm surface area 0.25cm2] to make a working electrode. Figure 3.42a presents 

the OER LSV curves of α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF, α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF, and α-

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF in 1 M KOH solution purged with Argon. The LSV curves were 

normalized over the geometrical area of nickel foam (0.25cm2), and the (iR) compensation 

was done through solution resistance. Interestingly, the α- Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF required 

the lowest overpotential of 40 mV to produce a current of 10 mAcm-2, while 60 mV for α-

Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF and α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF electrodes. The better activity of the α-Fe1-

xCoxOOH/NF over α-CoOOH and β-CoOOH is accredited to the replacement of Co with 

the electroactive Fe species, and partially to the nanorods and availability of exposed 

octahedral sites in the lattice which are responsible for the enhanced BET surface area. 

However, the current density at 10 mAcm-2 is not certain due to the Co (II)-Co (III) 

oxidation, which is obvious as the structural composition of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH is composed 

of both Co2+ and Co3+. Hence for a better and true overpotential for OER 50 mAcm-2 was 
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opted to compare with the already reported catalysts. The α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF and α-

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF both required a low overpotential of 280 mV to achieve a current 

density of 50 mAcm-2 illustrated in Figure 3.42a. Furthermore, the kinetics of the 

electrochemical water oxidation is evaluated from the corresponding Tafel slope, which 

favors the OER kinetics for α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF among the small assembly of catalysts 

tested for OER, Figure 3.42b. The α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF electrode possesses a Tafel slope 

of 35 mVdec-1, while Tafel slopes for α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF and α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF, are 

found to be 46 and 86 mVdec-1, respectively. Therefore, the α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF 

electrode displays the lowest Tafel slope among all the catalysts responsible for the facile 

OER kinetics of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH electrocatalyst.  Also, the long-term stability at applied 

conditions for an electrocatalyst is essential to estimate the electrochemical robustness for 

viable applications, subsequently, the continuous electrochemical reaction causes the gas 

evolution at the surface of the electrode. Chronopotentiometry was used to assess the long-

term durability test of α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF at 50 mAcm-2. Figure 3.42c shows the 24 h 

continuous durability plot and corresponding potential shift (without iR-correction). The 

α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF displayed outstanding stability for 24 h with a negligible change in 

potential was noticed after 24 h. 
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Figure 3-42. OER performance of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH electrocatalysts. (a) Linear sweep 

voltammograms of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH at scan rate of 10 mVs-1 (iR compensated). (b) 

Corresponding Tafel slopes. (c) Chronopotentiometry durability test.  

A comparison of the OER activity at 50 mAcm-2 with the already reported 

electrocatalysts is presented in Table 3.9.  

Table 3-9. A comparison of OER catalysts at 50 mAcm-2 

Catalyst ƞ50 (mV) Electrolyte Ref 

α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH 280 1M KOH This Work 
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α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH 310 1M KOH This Work 

α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH 280 1M KOH This work 

NiFe@NiO/NF 340 1M KOH 319 

NiCo LDH 430 1M KOH 64 

Ni5P4 sheets 570 1M KOH 320 

Co-P Films 390 1M KOH 321 

Co3O4/N-rmGO 350 1M KOH 322 

Ni3N Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 323 

Co3O4/NiCo2O4 400 1M KOH 58 

CoSe2 430 1M KOH 324 

Ni-NiO-CNT 400 1M KOH 325 

Ni3Se2/CF 340 1M KOH 326 

NiFe@NCx 400 0.1M KOH 327 

Co3BO5‐R‐MWCNTs 310 1M KOH 328 

CoFe@NC/rGO 380 1M KOH 329 

Ni3Ge2O5(OH)4 Nanosheets 370 1M KOH 330 

La2NiMO6 450  331 

CoSn2/NF 320 1M KOH 332 
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Ag-decorated Co(OH)2 

nanosheets 

370 1M KOH 333 

 

For commercial purposes, the synthesized electrocatalysts have been tested without 

IR correction up to 2 V (vs. RHE) shown in Figure 3.43, which is an acceptable limit for 

an electrolyzer to be applied at commercial scale. The α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF electrode 

produced the highest current density of 820 mAcm-2 at an applied voltage of 2 V, while α-

Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF produces 780 mAcm-2, and lowest for the α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF i.e. 

490 mAcm-2. It demonstrates that the electrodes are stable at extreme applied conditions 

and are possible candidates for commercial purposes.  

 

Figure 3-43. Linear sweep voltammograms of α-Fe1-xCoxOOH/NF. 
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Figure 3.44a, c & e illustrates the cyclic voltammograms at different scan rates for 

α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF, α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF, and α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF, respectively in 

the non-faradaic region between 0.9-1.0 V (vs. RHE). A typical rectangular behavior, 

representative of the electrical double layer capacitance was observed for all the 

synthesized catalysts. Furthermore, upon increasing the scan rate there was a linear 

increase in both the anodic (ia) and the cathodic (ic) current densities because of the 

increased electrical double layer capacitance with an increase in the scan rate. The 

capacitance of Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF is 6.12 mFcm-2 which is higher than the capacitance 

for α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF and α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF i.e. 2.78 mFcm-2 and 5.72 mFcm-2, 

respectively illustrated in Figure 3.44 b, d & f.  
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Figure 3-44. Cyclic voltammograms for α-Fe1-xCoxOOH /NF electrodes. (a) α-

Fe0.24Co0.76OOH/NF. (c) α-Fe0.32Co0.68OOH/NF. (e) α-Fe0.7Co0.3OOH/NF. (b, d & f) 

Corresponding linear fitted curve. 
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3.8. Characterization of Cr Substituted α-CoOOH 

PXRD was used to evaluate the crystal structure and phase purity. Figure 3.45 which 

illustrates the formation of α-CoCrOOH with the representative diffraction peaks at 11.24°, 

22.64°, 34.40°, and 50.84° diffracted from the respective crystallographic planes (003), 

(006), (012) and (110) planes having d-spacing of 7.92 Å, 3.92 Å, 2.28 Å and 1.44 Å, 

respectively. The peak at 11.24° is assigned to the larger d-spacing due to the presence of 

interlayer anions i.e. chloride ions Figure 3.45c. A similar diffraction pattern was observed 

for α-Co2CrOOH and α-Co3CrOOH, respectively in Figure 3.45 d & e, which corresponds 

to the retention of α-Co(OH)2 in the composites. 

 

Figure 3-45. Structure of α-CoxCr1-xOOH electrocatalyst. (c) PXRD of α-Co3CrOOH. (d) 

PXRD of α-Co2CrOOH. (e) PXRD of α-CoCrOOH. 
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 The SEM images in Figure 3.46 illustrates spherical shaped particles for α-

Co3CrOOH. The spheres are uniform throughout the structure as shown in Figure 3.46a, b, 

c & d at different resolutions.  

 

Figure 3-46. (a, b, c & d) Representative SEM images of α-Co3CrOOH.  

EDX analysis was used to evaluate the elemental analysis, which confirms the presence of 

a substantial amount of chlorine for all the synthesized samples. Moreover, the ratio of 
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cobalt to chromium was roughly the same as that of the starting material Figure 3.47a, b & 

c.  
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Figure 3-47. (a) Representative EDX image of α-CoCrOOH. (b) EDX image of α-

Co2CrOOH. (c) EDX image of α-Co3CrOOH. 

The presence of chlorine in the EDX spectrum illustrated the in-situ synthesis of α-CoxCr1-

xOOH consistent with the PXRD analysis. The elemental compositions are shown in Table 

3.10.  

Table 3-10. Comparative Elemental Analysis of α-CoCr LDH 

Element. Line Intensity 

(c/s) 

Atomic 

% 

Conc 

CoCrOOH     

Cl Ka 7.90 2.934 2.105 

Cr Ka 111.72 42.729 44.970 

Co Ka 66.98 40.654 48.494 

Co2CrOOH     

Cl Ka 2.65 3.909 4.269 

Cr Ka 8.91 13.774 22.063 

Co Ka 10.65 25.655 46.575 

Co3CrOOH     

Cl Ka 1.34 5.086 4.783 

Cr Ka 3.09 11.653 16.071 

Co Ka 6.68 39.777 62.177 
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The EDX mapping shows the homogeneous distribution of Co, Cr, O and Cl in the 

sample which illustrated the retention of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in the α-Co3CrOOH 

Figure 3.48. 

 

 

Figure 3-48. Representative EDX mapping of α-Co3CrOOH. 

The TEM in Figure 3.49a presents ultrafine nanosheets of α-Co3CrOOH, while in 

Figure 3.49b a high-resolution micrograph shows a set of well-defined sheets. Furthermore, 

a single sheet is presented in Figure 3.49c, and the average width of the sheet is calculated 

to be less than 0.4 nm illustrated the larger surface area of the sheets. The HRTEM 

micrograph in Figure 3.49d was used to further provide an insight into the nanosheet having 

a lattice spacing of 0.4 nm corresponding to (006) lattice planes.  
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Figure 3-49. Structural analysis of electrocatalyst. (a & b) TEM micrograph of α-

Co3CrOOH. (c & d) HRTEM micrograph of α-Co3CrOOH.  

Moreover, the detailed analysis in Figure 3.50 revealed the presence of fine nanosheets 

ranging between 10-15 nm. The average width of the nanosheets is 0.5 to 0.8 nm, with 

length varying from 10 to 15 nm, which are exceptionally thin. The octahedral active sites 

are encircled in Figure 3.35b and are suggested to be the actual sites where electrocatalysis 

occurs. Further insight into the lattice structure revealed the existence of the (006) lattice 
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plane of α-Co3CrOOH Figure 3.50d due to the presence of lattice fringes of 0.4 nm which 

are consistent throughout the structure.  

 

Figure 3-50. HRTEM micrograph of α-Co3CrOOH 

To further study the elemental composition, surface composition and oxidation 

states of the as-synthesized α-CoCrOOH, we performed XPS analysis. The full XPS 

spectrum in Figure 3.51 revealed that the α-Co3CrOOH sample consists of Co, Cr, O, Cl 

and C.  
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Figure 3-51. Representative XPS spectra of α-Co3CrOOH. 

The high-resolution XPS spectrum of Co (2p) and Cr (2p) illustrated in Figure 3.52a 

and b were split into 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 due to spin-orbit coupling.  The spin-orbit coupling of 

cobalt displayed intense peaks at the respective region for Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 at 780.7 

and 796.8 eV, respectively, in Figure 3.52a. The binding energy difference between the 

two peaks is 16.1 eV assigned to the presence of Co3+. Moreover, the presence of two 

satellite peaks at 786.8 eV and 803.2 eV confirms the existence of Co2+. The Cr 2p3/2 peak 

appeared at 577.3 eV, while the Cr 2p1/2 appears at 586.6 eV in Figure 3.52b, with a spin-

orbit splitting of 9.3 eV.  The peak at 577.3 is attributed to the Cr3+ hydroxide and Cr3+ 

oxide due to the presence of Cr3+. The O 1s peak fitting revealed two different types of 
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oxygen bonding, one with metals and others due to the presence of hydroxyl ions. The peak 

positioned at 531.3 eV is attributed to the oxygen bonded with the metals, and the peak due 

to the presence of hydroxyl ions appeared at 532.8 eV illustrated in Figure 3.52c. 

Furthermore, the peak at 198.3 eV corresponds to Cl 2p shown in Figure 3.52d indicated 

the intercalation of chloride ions into the layers. 

 

Figure 3-52. Representative XPS spectra of α-Co3CrOOH. (a) Co 2p. (b) Cr 2p. (c) O 1s. 

(d) Cl 2p. 

The comparative XPS analysis shows that the Co present in the α-Fe0.24Co0.76OOH is the 

parent α-Co(OH)2 because it has binding energies close to that of the α-Co(OH)2 having 

specified peaks for both the Co2+ and Co3+  illustrated in Figure 3.53. 
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Figure 3-53. Comparative XPS analysis of Co 2p. (a) β-Co(OH)2. (b) α-Co(OH)2. (c) 

Co3CrOOH. 

3.9. Oxygen Evolution Reaction of Cr Substituted α-CoOOH 

The oxygen evolution reaction of α-CoxCr1-xOOH electrocatalysts was assessed in a 1M 

KOH solution using Nickel foam as a working electrode. To carry out efficient 

electrocatalysis, a monolayer of the catalysts was deposited on a sheet of nickel foam 

[0.5cm×0.5cm (surface area 0.25cm2)] to make a modified working electrode. Figure 3.54a 

illustrates the OER LSV curves of α-CoCrOOH/NF, α-Co2CrOOH/NF, and α-

Co3CrOOH/NF, in 1 M KOH solution purged with Argon. The geometrical area of the 

working electrode was used to normalize the LSV curves, and the (iR) compensation was 

done through solution resistance. Interestingly, the α-Co3CrOOH possesses the lowest 
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overpotential of 240 mV at 10 mAcm-2, while 330 and 350 mV for α-Co2CrOOH and α-

CoCrOOH, respectively. The superior activity of the α-Co3CrOOH is accredited to the 

exceptionally thin monolayer sheets, and partially to the availability of exposed octahedral 

sites in the lattice. Furthermore, in comparison with the already reported catalysts of the 

same nature, it is illustrated that our α-Co3CrOOH based catalysts are much more active 

than the already used catalysts for OER at 10 mAcm-2 Table 3.11.  

Table 3-11. A comparison of OER catalysts at 10 mAcm-2 

Catalyst Ƞ10 (mV) Electrolyte Ref 

α-Co3CrOOH 240 1M KOH This Work 

α-Co2CrOOH 330 1M KOH This Work 

α-CoCrOOH 350 1M KOH This Work 

CoZn LDH 470 0.1M KOH 335 

CoMn LDH 293 1M KOH 336 

CoFe LDH 314 1M KOH 337 

Fe0.1NiS2 NA/Ti 205 1M KOH 338 

Ni2.3%CoS2/CC 297 1M KOH 339 

Ag NP/NiRu-LDHs 310 0.1M KOH 340 

CuxNiyFe4-x-yN/NF 121 0.1M KOH 341 
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CoFe/NF 220 1M KOH 342 

Co-Ni3N 307 1M KOH 343 

NiFeMo 238 1M KOH 344 

CoFePO 274.5 1M KOH 345 

 

Another imperative parameter to evaluate the kinetics of electrochemical water 

oxidation is the Tafel slope which favors the OER kinetics for α-CoCrOOH among the 

catalysts tested illustrated in Figure 3.54b for OER. The α-Co3CrOOH possesses superior 

OER activity than the α-CoCrOOH and α-Co2CrOOH, hence it has a faster OER kinetics 

illustrated by the lower Tafel slope due to the fast OER kinetics for α-Co3CrOOH as 

compared to the other catalysts in the series. The α-Co3CrOOH electrode exhibits a Tafel 

slope of 47 mVdec-1, while the Tafel slopes for α-Co2CrOOH and α-Co3CrOOH are found 

to be 63 and 70 mVdec-1, respectively. Furthermore, the long-term stability of an 

electrocatalyst is necessary to evaluate the electrochemical durability for commercial 

applications, since the continuous electrochemical reaction causes gas evaluation at the 

surface of the electrode in the electrolyte environment. We evaluated the long-term 

durability of α-Co3CrOOH at 10 mAcm-2 via chronopotentiometry. Figure 3.54c shows the 

36 h continuous durability test and corresponding potential shift (without iR-correction). 

The α-Co3CrOOH shows excellent stability for 36 h and a minor change in potential was 

observed after 36 h i.e. from 1.51 V to 1.55 V.  
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Figure 3-54. OER performance of α-CoxCrx-1OOH electrocatalysts. (a) Linear sweep 

voltammograms of α-CoxCrx-1OOH. (b) Corresponding Tafel slopes. (c) 

Chronopotentiometry durability test. (d) Comparison of overpotential at current density of 

20 mAcm-2. 

The EIS of α-CoxCrx-1OOH/NF electrodes is shown in Figure 55a. The Rct and 

diameter of the semicircle for Co3CrOOH/NF are smaller than the other electrodes in the 

series suggesting a fast electron transfer. Thus α-Co3CrOOH/NF will accelerate the OER 

reaction and in turn, required low overpotential to catalyze OER. The turnover frequency 

for an electrocatalytic water splitting can be evaluated by different means. In our case, we 

have chosen the method of using OER current at specific overpotential and the surface 
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concentration of the catalyst atoms at the modified Nickel foam working electrode 

calculated from the amount of the catalyst we added to modify the working electrode. The 

corresponding expression as: 

TOF = i×NA / A × F × n × ᴦ 

We have taken the OER current observed at 1.56 V (vs. RHE) and the calculated 

TOF are 3.22 s-1, 2.40 s-1, and 1.14 s-1, for α-Co3CrOOH/NF, α-Co2CrOOH/NF, and α-

CoCrOOH/NF, respectively shown in Figure 3.55b. 

 

Figure 3-55. (a) Nyquist Plots of catalysts. (b) TOF curves of catalysts.  

Furthermore, EDLC was used to evaluate the capacitive behavior of the synthesized 

electrocatalysts for practical applications. Figure 3.56a, c & e illustrates the cyclic 

voltammograms at different scan rates in the non-faradaic region between 0.9-1.0 V (vs. 

RHE). A rectangular behavior was observed for all the synthesized catalysts, characteristic 

of the electrical double layer capacitance of the materials. Furthermore, a linear increase in 

both the anodic (ia) and cathodic (ic) current densities was observed with an increase in the 

scan rate because of the increased electrochemically active surface area. The capacitance 
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of α-Co3CrOOH is 6.36 mFcm-2 higher than the capacitance for α-Co2CrOOH i.e. 5.68 

mFcm-2, which in turn is better than α-CoCrOOH in Figure 3.56b, d & f.  

 

Figure 3-56. Cyclic voltammograms for α-CoCr LDH/NF electrodes. (a) α-CoCrOOH/NF. 

(c) α-Co2CrOOH/NF. (e) α-Co3CrOOH/NF.  (b, d & f) Corresponding linear fitted curves. 

3.10. Characterization of PdCa/rGO Electrocatalyst 
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Figure 3.57 illustrates the PXRD pattern of GO, rGO, and PdCa/rGO. The PXRD pattern 

of GO displayed a typical broad peak at 2θ = 11.53° in Figure 3.57. However, on reduction, 

this peak has vanished and a typical PXRD pattern for rGO arises with characteristic broad 

peak at 2θ = 25.23° (hkl = 002) and another peak at 2θ = 43.29 corresponding to the (hkl 

= 100) crystallographic plane, Figure 3.57b which is attributed to the disordered stacking 

of rGO nanosheets.346 The PXRD analysis of PdCa/rGO illustrates diffraction peaks at 2θ 

= 40.12°, 46.59° and 68.97° corresponding to the (111), (200) and (220) crystalline planes 

of single face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal system of Pd metal. Moreover, only a few 

noticeable peaks were observed for Ca/CaO highlighted by the asterisk due to the 

amorphous nature of the CaO, and partially due to alloying of Ca with Pd shown in Figure 

3.57c.  

 

Figure 3-57. (a) PXRD of GO. (b) PXRD of rGO. (c) PXRD of PdCa/rGO. 
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 Raman spectroscopy was used for further structural characterization of CaPd/rGO. 

In Raman spectrum, graphene shows three characteristic peaks. The D band appeared at 

∼1344 cm-1 originates due to the defects in sp3 carbon atoms (the D band is absent in high-

quality graphene, hence the lower the intensity of the D band higher will be the 

graphitization level in the graphene). The G band appeared at 1590 cm-1 due to the sp2 

carbon atoms, and an intense peak at 2707 cm-1 due to the presence of 2D band 

corresponding to the second-order mode of the D band also known as G⸍. Moreover, 

another broad less intense peak at 2921 cm-1 appeared due to the D+G band. However, the 

intensity of D band decreased in Pd/rGO and CaPd/rGO, due to the further reduction of 

rGO with NaBH4 because of its strong reducing power. The G band was shifted towards a 

lower Raman shift (1576 cm-1) due to the strong electronic interaction between the Pd and 

rGO. Also, the peak narrowing was observed in the case of Pd/rGO and CaPd/rGO a 

characteristic of the crystalline nature of the material in comparison with the pure rGO. 

Additionally, two more peaks appeared at 635 cm-1 and 953 cm-1 corresponds to the LO 

and 2LO bands of metal oxides (preferably in this case CaO) in Figure 3.58. The ratio of 

ID/IG is 0.58, which illustrated the presence of multilayered graphene (lower the ratio of 

D and G band higher will be the reduction of GO and better will be the graphene). 
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Figure 3-58. Raman Spectrum of GO, rGO and PdCa/rGO. 

The elemental mapping through energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy illustrated 

the bimetallic composition of PdCa/rGO in Figure 3.59. The Pd and Ca are homogeneously 

distributed on graphene sheets. The mapping was done at a lower resolution to get the 

composition of the bulk material which shows the consistency of the Pd and Ca in bulk 

sample.  
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Figure 3-59.  EDX mapping of PdCa/rGO illustrating C, Pd, O and Ca.  
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The elemental composition though EDX is further illustrated in Figure 3.60 and 

Table 3.12.  

 

Figure 3-60. EDX spectrum of PdCa/rGO 

Table 3-12. Elemental Composition of PdCa/rGO 

Element Line Type Apparent Concentration k Ratio Wt% 

C K series 17.38 0.17384 50.02 

O K series 6.27 0.02108 24.14 

Ca K series 2.35 0.02099 5.48 

Pd L series 7.26 0.07257 20.35 

Total:    100.00 
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The ICP-MS analysis was performed to show the actual composition of the as-prepared 

sample, and it provides 6.42% Ca at the excitation wavelength of 317.933 nm and 20.6% 

Pd at the excitation wavelength of 340.458 nm as presented in Table 3.13. 

Table 3-13. ICP-MS analysis Data 

Element  Wavelength Wt% 

Ca 317.933 6.42 

Pd 340.458 20.6 

 

Furthermore, Figure 3.61 illustrates the TEM and HRTEM micrographs of the 

PdCa/rGO composite. A well-defined and homogenously distributed particles can be 

visualized on the rGO sheets in Figure 3.61a-f. Moreover, HRTEM revealed structural 

information of the nanoparticles with interplanar spacing for lattice fringes 0.225 and 0.200 

nm corresponding to the (111) and (200) crystallographic lattice planes of the fcc Pd in 

Figure 3.61i-j, respectively.  
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Figure 3-61. (a-c) TEM micrographs of PdCa/rGO at different resolutions. (d-f) HRTEM 

micrographs illustrating 0.225 and 0.200 nm lattice fringe for Pd.  

The XPS was used to further verify the oxidation states of the Pd in the sample. The high-

resolution Pd 3d was deconvoluted into 2 major peaks due to spin orbit coupling illustrated 

in Figure 3.62a. The intense peaks at 335.06 and 340.05 eV are attributed to the 3d5/2 and 

3d3/2 of Pd0, while a weaker peak at 342 eV can be indexed for 3d3/2 of Pd2+, which indicates 

that the Pd0 is the predominant species and Pd2+ is negligible in the composite. Moreover, 

the high-resolution XPS spectrum of C revealed the presence of C=C and C=O in which 

C=C is the prominent species characteristic of the high-quality graphitized carbon shown 

in Figure 3.62b.  
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Figure 3-62. (a) XPS spectrum of Pd 3d. (b) XPS spectrum of C. 

The BET surface areas of the Ca/rGO and PdCa/rGO were measured via nitrogen 

adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77K Figure 3.63a. The Ca/rGO and PdCa/rGO exhibits 

a type IV isotherm, which suggests the presence of pores of different sizes. The BET 

surface area, Langmuir surface area, pore volume, and BET pore size for Ca/rGO were 

measured as 10.84 m2g-1, 34.99 m2g-1, 0.042 cm3g-1 and 54.12 Å, while those of the 

PdCa/rGO were 44.62 m2g-1, 282.90 m2g-1, 0.18 cm3g-1 and 88.33 Å, respectively. 

According to the pore size distribution Figure 3.63b & c calculated via the BJH method, 

there is a predominance of pores between 2-50 Å. The pore size distribution suggests the 

presence of both microporous(size up to 2 nm) and mesoporous (2-50 nm) according to 

IUPAC definition.314-315  
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Figure 3-63. (a) N2 sorption isotherms at 77 K. (b & c) Corresponding pore size 

distribution plots. 

The calculated BET surface areas are presented in Table 3.14. 

Table 3-14. Surface Area Analysis. 

Material BET 

Surface 

Area m2g-1 

Langmuir 

Surface Area 

m2g-1 

BJH Pore 

Volume (cm3g-1) 

BET Pore Size 

(Å) 

Ca/rGO 10.84 34.99 0.042 54.12 

PdCa/rGO 42.62 282.90 0.18 88.33 
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3.11. Electrochemical Measurements of PdCa/rGO 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) of Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO catalysts was first examined in 0.5 

M KOH and 0.5 M HClO4 aqueous solutions, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3.64 and 

3.65. The PdCa/rGO electrocatalyst displayed similar coulombic features in both the 

solutions such as H2 adsorption (Region A) and H2 desorption (Region D), PdO formation 

(Region B) and PdO reduction (Region C). Furthermore, the PdO formation and reduction 

increased with the increase in CV cycles, which illustrates the improvement in the 

electrochemical process due to the enhancement in the surface adsorption-desorption of the 

electroactive specie. The electrochemically active surface area (ECSA) of the electrode 

was evaluated by the integration of the PdO reduction peak as illustrated in equation 1.  

          𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴 =  𝑄/0.43 [𝑃𝑑]                                                                                             1                                                                   

[Pd] represents the palladium loading in mg on the electrode surface; Q represents the 

reduction charge of the PdO in mC that was evaluated by the integration of the PdO 

reduction peak, and 0.43 is assumed to be a constant for the formation of PdO monolayer. 

The PdCa/rGO has a 258.95 m2 g–1 ECSA, which is much higher than the Pd/rGO (73.06 

m2g–1). 
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Figure 3-64. CVs of PdCa/rGO in 0.5M KOH at 20 mVs-1 for 10 Cycles. 
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Figure 3-65. CVs of PdCa/rGO in 0.5M HClO4 at 20 mVs-1 for 10 Cycles. 

Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR): For practical implementation, the synthesized 

catalysts were tested for the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR). Methanol oxidation was 

evaluated in a 0.5 M methanol aqueous solution containing 0.5 M KOH as a supporting 

electrolyte at a scan rate of 25 mVs-1 via cyclic voltammetry illustrated in Figure 3.66a.  In 

forward scan, an oxidation peak was observed at -0.3-0.2 V (vs SCE), likewise, another 

oxidation peak was observed in the reverse scan at -0.15-(-0.3) V (vs SCE). It represents a 
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characteristic pattern for methanol oxidation, which illustrates the efficient activity towards 

MOR.347 The forward oxidation peak is attributed to the methanol oxidation as presented 

in equation 2 forming carbonaceous intermediates which are adsorbed on the electrode 

surface..348   

                𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 →  𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑 +  4𝐻+ +  4𝑒−                                                                      2                                                       

However, the adsorption of COad on the catalyst surface during electrochemical oxidation 

of methanol can poison the catalyst. Hence, removal of COad is highly desirable to 

regenerate the electroactive sites. In the reverse scan, a well-pronounced peak for the 

oxidation of CO into CO2 can be observed. The CV study illustrates the superior catalytic 

activity of PdCa/rGO electrocatalyst over Pd/rGO for MOR. The spectra were normalized 

to the geometrical surface area of the electrode in Figure 3.66a. Additionally, square wave 

voltammetry was performed for the same composition of the solution as it gives fast 

detection of the electro-generated species illustrated in Figure 3.66b. The methanol 

oxidation was performed between -0.4-0.3 V (vs. SCE), approximately 126.67 mAcm-2 

and 46.17 mAcm-2 methanol oxidation were detected on PdCa/rGO and Pd/rGO 

electrocatalysts, respectively. The long-term durability test was evaluated by running 

chronoamperometric measurements at respective oxidation voltage for 3000s shown in 

Figure 3.66c. The graph illustrated an initial sharp decay for both PdCa/rGO and Pd/rGO 

electrocatalysts, followed by no further decrease in the current. The decay in the current is 

attributed to the adsorption of the intermediate carbonaceous materials, which renders 

catalyst activity. Moreover, the current vs. time curves illustrated the PdCa/rGO 

electrocatalyst has a high current during the selected time for testing, which makes it 

superior for MOR. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used to study the 
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frequency response analysis of the synthesized electrocatalysts. Figure 3.66d illustrated the 

respective Nyquist plots of the modified electrodes with catalysts using a conventional 

three-electrode system under the same composition of solution used for other 

electrochemical investigations. The diameter of the semi-circle illustrated the 

electrocatalytic performance, smaller the diameter of the circle faster will be the charge 

transfer and vice versa. The PdCa/rGO possesses a much smaller semi-circle than the 

Pd/rGO and thus offering a low charge transfer resistance over PdCa/rGO.  

 

Figure 3-66. a) Cyclic voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (b) Square 

wave voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (c) Chronoamperometric 
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measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (d) Impedance obtained for Pd/rGO 

and PdCa/rGO. 

Furthermore, the cycling stability of the electrocatalyst is an imperative parameter in 

electrochemistry, for which the methanol oxidation was subjected to 50 CV cycles and the 

electrocatalyst displayed a good cyclic behavior with minimal loss in the current density 

Figure 3.67.  

 

 

Figure 3-67. Cyclic voltammogram obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO up to 50 cycles. 
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For practical applications, we also normalized the current densities to Pd mg-1 (mass-

specific activity) of the sample illustrated in Figure 3.68. 

 

Figure 3-68. Cyclic voltammograms (mass specific activity) obtained for MOR. 

Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR): For practical implementation, the synthesized 

catalysts were tested for the ethanol oxidation reaction (EOR). Ethanol oxidation was 

evaluated in a 0.5 M ethanol aqueous solution containing 0.5 M KOH as a supporting 

electrolyte at a scan rate of 25 mVs-1 via cyclic voltammetry. Figure 3.69a, an oxidation 

peak was observed at -0.3-0.2 V (vs SCE), likewise, another oxidation peak was observed 

in the reverse scan at -0.15-(-0.3) V (vs SCE). It represents a characteristic pattern for 

ethanol oxidation, which illustrates the efficient activity towards EOR.349 Hence, the 
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oxidation peak in the forward scan is normally used to estimate the overall oxidation of 

ethanol on the electrode surface. It is illustrated from Figure 3.69a that PdCa/rGO possesses 

higher electrocatalytic ethanol oxidation as compared to the Pd/rGO. The normalized 

ethanol oxidation is illustrated in Figure 3.69a which provides a current density of 110 

mAcm-2. Furthermore, for the fast detection of the oxidized species on the electrode 

surface, we used the SWV from -1.0-0.5V, and the results were consistent with the CV 

measurements illustrated in Figure 3.69b. The ethanol oxidation was detected between 0-

0.4 V (vs. SCE), 112.86 mAcm-2 and 54.66 mAcm-2 for PdCa/rGO and Pd/rGO 

electrocatalysts, respectively. The durability and the long-term stability of the catalysts 

were further evaluated via chronoamperometric investigations in 0.5 M KOH + 0.5 M 

ethanol aqueous solutions at respective voltage as shown in Figure 3.69c. Both samples 

displayed an initial large decay in the current density attributed to the adsorption of 

carbonaceous intermediates on the electrode surface. After initial decay, the catalysts 

displayed excellent stability for over 3000 s, and the obtained current density was higher 

for PdCa/rGO as compared to Pd/rGO, which makes it superior for EOR. The frequency 

response of the modified GCE electrodes was analyzed via EIS analysis. Figure 3.69d 

illustrated the respective Nyquist plots of the modified electrodes with catalysts using a 

conventional three-electrode system under the same composition of solution used for other 

electrochemical investigations. The diameter of the semicircle in Figure 3.69d illustrates a 

low charge transfer resistance for PdCa/rGO than the Pd/rGO and vice versa. The results 

are consistent with CV results which demonstrated a much better EOR activity for 

PdCa/rGO electrocatalyst.   
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Figure 3-69. (a) Cyclic voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (b) Square 

wave voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (c) Chronoamperometric 

measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (d) Nyquist Plots.  

The current density normalized to active mass of Pd is presented in Figure 3.70.  
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Figure 3-70. Cyclic voltammograms (mass specific activity) obtained for Pd/rGO and 

PdCa/rGO 0.5 M KOH solution and 0.5 M ethanol solution. 

Furthermore, the cycling stability of the electrocatalyst is an imperative parameter in 

electrochemistry, for which the ethanol oxidation was subjected to 100 CV cycles and the 

electrocatalyst illustrated a good cyclic behavior with minimal loss in the current density 

Figure 3.71. 
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Figure 3-71. Cyclic voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO 0.5 M KOH 

solution and 0.5 M ethanol solution up to100 cycles. 

Formic Acid Oxidation Reaction: The electro-oxidation of formic acid on Pd/rGO and 

PdCa/rGO electrocatalysts was evaluated in 0.5 M formic acid aqueous solution containing 

0.5 M HClO4 as a supporting electrolyte at a scan rate of 25 mVs-1 via cyclic voltammetry 

illustrated in Figure 3.72a. CV curves show two typical peaks for formic acid oxidation, 

one in the forward scan corresponding to the oxidation of formic acid and other in the 

reverse scan for the oxidation of intermediates.350-352 In forward scan the oxidation of 

formic acid occurs, and a peak was observed at a maximum value (0.44 V). Meanwhile, 

another oxidation peak in the reverse scan was observed corresponding to the oxidation of 
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carbonaceous intermediates at 0.31 V (vs SCE).152 The similar pattern was observed for 

Pd/rGO catalyst; however, the oxidation current was much lower as compared to the 

PdCa/rGO. These results indicated that the synthesized catalysts could have higher CO 

tolerance (if produced after several cycles). This is due to the strong synergism between 

Pd, Ca and rGO. In the present study, Ca has an emphasis on boosting the FA oxidation of 

Pd/rGO electrocatalysts. The durability of the catalysts was further evaluated via a 

chronoamperometric investigation at respective voltage illustrated in Figure 3.72b. For 

both samples, an initial large decay in the current density was observed ascribed to the 

adsorption of carbonaceous materials on the electrode surface. After initial decay, the 

catalysts displayed excellent stability for over 1000 s, and the obtained current density was 

higher for PdCa/rGO as compared to Pd/rGO, which makes it superior for FA oxidation.   

 

Figure 3-72. (a) Cyclic voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO. (b) 

Chronoamperometric measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and PdCa/rGO.  

Furthermore, for practical applications, we also normalized the current densities to 

Pd mg-1 (mass-specific activity) of the sample which are illustrated in Figure 3.73. The 
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PdCa/rGO electrode displayed 4838.06 mA mg-1
Pd that is far better than current density for 

Pd/rGO electrode i.e. 1490.08 mA mg-1
Pd. 

 

Figure 3-73. Cyclic voltammograms (mass specific activity) obtained for Pd/rGO and 

PdCa/rGO 0.5 M KClO4 solution and 0.5 M formic acid solution. 

Proposed Mechanism of Electro-oxidation: The introduction of calcium/calcium oxide 

in the Pd/rGO catalysts boosts its electrocatalytic activity by providing an appropriate 

pathway for electron transfer during electrocatalysis. Recently, it is revealed that the 

addition of alkali metals or lanthanides on the dispersed metal active sites boost up the 

activity of the catalysts.353-355 The Ca enhanced the activity of Pd/rGO via two different 

pathways; electrons could be transferred directly from Ca to Pd or graphene could be the 
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possible conductive pathway for electron transfer,356 both possibilities are presented 

schematically in Figure 3.74.   

 

Figure 3-74. Schematic representation electron transfer pathways. 

3.12. Characterizations of SrPd/rGO 

Figure 3.75 illustrates the powder X-ray diffraction pattern of GO, rGO, and 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. The diffraction pattern of GO shows a broad peak at 11.53° 2θ in Figure 

3.75a, which disappears upon reduction, and a new peak at 25.23° (hkl = 002) appeared for 

the formation of rGO. Another peak due to the disordered stacking of graphene sheets was 

observed at 2θ = 43.29 (hkl = 100) in Figure 3.75b.313 The PXRD pattern of 
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Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO illustrates diffraction peaks at 2θ = 40.12°, 46.59° and 68.97° 

corresponding to the crystallographic planes of (fcc) crystal system of Pd. There are only 

a few noticeable peaks observed for Sr(OH)2  which are indexed in Figure 3.75c.  

 

Figure 3-75. (a) PXRD of GO. (b) PXRD of rGO. (c) PXRD pattern of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. 

The crystallite size for the mentioned peaks is calculated through the Scherrer equation (3) 

and the calculated crystallite sizes are presented in Table 3.15.  

𝐷 =  𝑘𝜆/(𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃)                                                                                              (3) 

Where D is the crystallite size, K is a constant equal to 0.94, 𝛌 is the wavelength = 0.154 

nm, β is the line broadening in radians, and θ is the Bragg angle.  

Table 3-15. PXRD parameters of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO 
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No Pos. [°2Th.] FWHM Left [°2Th.] Crystallite Size 

1 33.5685 0.3936 23.7 

2 35.7104 0.3149 30.6 

3 39.8697 0.1378 77.1 

4 41.6083 0.3149 30.4 

5 46.3523 0.1378 77.7 

6 54.4825 0.5510 18.4 

7 59.7882 0.3936 25.7 

8 67.8310 0.1968 57.8 

9 71.2794 0.5510 21.0 

 

Further structural characterization was done through Raman spectroscopic analysis of 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. Graphene possesses three distinct peaks in the Raman spectrum i.e. the 

Sp3 carbon atoms shows an intense peak at ∼1344 cm-1 known as the D band (the intensity 

of D band depends on the quality of graphene which is absent in single-layered graphene). 

The Sp2 carbon atoms of reduced graphene oxide shows a peak at 1590 cm-1 known as the 

G band. Moreover, another peak appeared at 2707 cm-1 corresponds to the G⸍. Furthermore, 

due to the D+G band, another peak appeared at 2921 cm-1 illustrated in Figure 3.76a. 

However, there are two additional peaks appeared at 637 cm-1 and 954 cm-1 for the 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO along with the characteristic peaks corresponding to the LO and 2LO 

bands of metal to oxygen interaction (preferably in this case Sr(OH)2), Figure 3.76b. 

Hence, it confirms the coordination of Sr(OH)2 with the Pd/rGO structure.  
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Figure 3-76. Raman Spectrum of (a) Pd/rGO (b) Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. 

The EDX elemental mapping illustrated the bimetallic composition of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO in 

Figure 3.77. The Pd and Sr are homogeneously distributed on graphene sheets containing 

carbon and oxygen as the backbone.  
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Figure 3-77.  EDX mapping of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO illustrating C, Pd, O and Sr.  

The elemental composition calculated through EDX analysis is further illustrated in Figure 

3.78 and the average composition is presented in Table 3.16.  
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Figure 3-78. EDX spectrum of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO 

Table 3-16. Elemental Composition of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO from EDX 

Element Line Type Apparent Concentration k Ratio Wt% 

C K series 20.65 0.20652 59.31 

O K series 4.89 0.01645 15.60 

Sr L series 2.59 0.02276 5.24 

Pd L series 8.64 0.08642 19.85 

Total:    100.00 

 

The ICP-MS analysis was used to confirm the actual metallic composition of the sample 

and it provides 6.67% Sr at the excitation wavelength of 460.733 nm, and 32.82% Pd at 

the excitation wavelength of 340.458 nm presented in Table 3.17.  

Table 3-17. ICP-MS analysis Data 

Element Wavelength Wt% 

Sr 460.733 6.67 

Pd 340.458 32.82 

 

The morphological studies were performed with the help of SEM, TEM and HRTEM 

analysis of the Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO as illustrated in Figure 3.79. The SEM images show well-

defined and homogenously distributed particles on the rGO sheets illustrated in Figure 

3.79a-c. The TEM micrograph shows two different types of particle the well-dispersed dark 

shaded particles attributed to the Pd, while faded particles could be assigned to the Sr(OH)2. 
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The dark particles are well separated, while the faded particles are mostly agglomerated 

due to the aggregation of the Sr(OH)2 in Figure 4d-f. Moreover, HRTEM revealed 

structural information of the nanoparticles with an interplanar spacing of lattice fringes for 

0.195 and 0.22 nm, which corresponds to the (200) and (111) crystallographic lattice planes 

of the fcc Pd (Figure 3.79g-i), respectively. These micrographs also show that very few 

particles are aggregated and most of them are well crystalline which supported the sharp 

peaks obtained in the PXRD.   
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Figure 3-79. (a-c) SEM images of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (d-f) TEM micrographs of 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (g-i) HRTEM micrographs illustrating 0.225 and 0.195 nm lattice fringes 

for Pd.  

Moreover, the XPS was used to further verify the presence of Pd and its oxidation 

states in the sample. The high-resolution Pd 3d was deconvoluted into 2 major peaks due 

to spin orbit coupling illustrated in Figure 3.80a. The intense peaks at 335.06 and 340.05 

eV are attributed to the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 of Pd0, which indicates that Pd0 is the predominant 

species in the composite. The high-resolution XPS spectrum confirms the presence of a 

substantial amount of strontium in the sample producing 2 peaks via spin orbit coupling of 

3d5/2 and 3d3/2 for the Sr2+ illustrated in Figure 3.80b. Moreover, the high-resolution XPS 

spectrum of C revealed the presence of C=C, C-O and C=O in which C=C and C-O are the 

prominent species characteristic of the high-quality graphitized carbon, Figure 3.80c. The 

O 1s peak fitting illustrates that oxygen has two different binding modes, one with metals 

and others due to the presence of hydroxyl ions. The peak located at 528.4 eV is due to the 

oxygen to metal bond, and the peak for the presence of hydroxyl ions appeared at 532.5 eV 

illustrated in Figure 3.80d. This confirms the formation of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO composite. 
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Figure 3-80. (a) XPS spectrum of Pd 3d. (b) Sr 3d. (c) C 2p. (d) O 1s. 

3.13. Electrochemical Measurements of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO 

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) of Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO catalysts were first examined 

in 0.5 M aqueous solution of KOH as illustrated in Figure 3.81. The Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO 

electrocatalyst displayed characteristic coulombic features such as H2 adsorption (Region 

A) and H2 desorption (Region D), PdO formation (Region B) and PdO reduction (Region 

C). Furthermore, the PdO formation and reduction increased with the increase in CV 

cycles, which illustrates the improvement in the electrochemical process due to the 

enhancement in the adsorption-desorption of the electroactive species on the surface.  
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Figure 3-81. Cyclic voltammetry of Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO in 0.5 M KOH at 20 mV/s for 10 

Cycles. 

The ECSA of the electrode was evaluated by the following equation 4.  

𝐸𝐶𝑆𝐴 =  𝑄/0.43 [𝑃𝑑]                                                                                          4 

The Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO has ECSA of 274 m2 g–1 while that of the Pd/rGO (73.06 m2g–1). 

Methanol Oxidation Reaction (MOR): For practical implementation, the synthesized 

catalysts were tested for the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR). Methanol oxidation was 

evaluated in a 0.5 M methanol aqueous solution containing 0.5 M KOH as a supporting 
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electrolyte at a scan rate of 25 mVs-1 via cyclic voltammetry illustrated in Figure 3.82a. In 

forward scan, an oxidation peak was observed at -0.3-0.2 V (vs SCE), likewise, another 

oxidation peak was observed in the reverse scan at -0.15-(-0.3) V (vs SCE). It represents a 

characteristic pattern for methanol oxidation, which illustrates the efficient activity towards 

MOR.346 The forward oxidation peak is attributed to the methanol oxidation as presented 

in equation 5 forming carbonaceous intermediates which are adsorbed on the electrode 

surface.347   

    𝐶𝐻3𝑂𝐻 →  𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑 +  4𝐻+ +  4𝑒−                                                                        5 

Nevertheless, the COads can poison the catalyst and make it inactive, but oxidation of the 

adsorbed CO into CO2 in the reverse scan regenerating the catalyst active surface for 

improved activity. This is due to the existence of Sr(OH)2 in the composite having 

secondary active sites (OH-1) to remove the COads efficiently. The improved Ja in the 

forward scan for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO electrocatalyst over Pd/rGO confirms the best candidacy 

for MOR. The normalized spectra are shown in Figure 3.82a.  
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Figure 3-82. (a) CVs obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (b) Square wave 

voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (c) Chronoamperometric 

measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (d) Corresponding Nyquist plots. 

Additionally, SWV was performed for the same composition of the solution as it 

gives fast and accurate detection of the electro-generated species illustrated in Figure 

3.82b. The methanol oxidation was performed between -0.8-0.4 V (vs. SCE), which 

detected approximately 177.04 mAcm-2 and 46.17 mAcm-2 for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO and 

Pd/rGO electrocatalysts, respectively. The long-term durability test was evaluated by 

running chronoamperometric measurements at respective oxidation voltage for 3000s 

Figure 3.82c. After initial decay both the electrodes have shown stability with negligible 

loss in the current density. The decay in the current is attributed to the adsorption of the 
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intermediate carbonaceous materials. Moreover, the current vs. time curves illustrated that 

the Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO electrocatalyst has a high current during the selected time for testing, 

which makes it superior for MOR. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used 

to study the frequency response analysis of the synthesized electrocatalysts. Figure 3.82d 

illustrates the respective Nyquist plots of the modified electrodes with catalysts under the 

same composition of solution that is used for other electrochemical investigations. The 

diameter of the semicircle is an imperative parameter and typically if the diameter is small 

it offers less charge transfer resistance during the electrochemical process and vice versa. 

The diameter for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO electrocatalysts is much smaller than the Pd/rGO 

electrocatalyst, hence it offers a lower charge transfer resistance consistent with the higher 

MOR for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO as compared to Pd/rGO. Meanwhile, the insight of Figure 6d 

shows that the resistance of the Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO is lower as compared with that of the 

Pd/rGO electrocatalysts.  

However, for practical applications, we also normalized the current densities to Pd 

mg-1 (mass-specific activity) of the sample illustrated in Figure 3.83 showing mass-specific 

activity of 5246 mA mg-1
Pd for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO as compared to 832 mA mg-1

Pd  for Pd/rGO. 

.  
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Figure 3-83. Cyclic voltammograms (mass specific activity) obtained for Pd/rGO and 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. 

Ethanol Oxidation Reaction (EOR): The electrocatalytic activities of Pd/rGO and 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO catalysts were examined in 0.5 M KOH + 0.5 M ethanol aqueous solution 

through cyclic voltammetry. The geometrical surface of the GCE and the total mass loading 

of the Pd in mg (mass-specific activity) were used to normalize the current density (j). In 

the alkaline medium, the ethanol oxidation follows the subsequent reaction mechanism on 

Pd.  

𝑃𝑑 +  𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝐻2𝑂𝐻 +  3𝑂𝐻−  →  𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑𝑠  +  3𝐻2𝑂 +  3𝑒−                      6 

𝑃𝑑 +  𝑂𝐻−  ← →  𝑃𝑑 −  𝑂𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠  +  𝑒−                                                                              7  
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𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑎𝑑𝑠  +  𝑃𝑑 −  𝑂𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠  →  𝑃𝑑 − 𝐶𝐻3𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 +  𝑃𝑑                              8 

The removal of CH3COads is the rate-determining step aided by the OHads illustrated in 

equation 8. Figure 3.84a shows two distinctive oxidation peaks, one in the forward scan 

credited to the oxidation of freshly adsorbed ethanol on the surface of the electrode, 

whereas in the reverse scan the carbonaceous adsorbed intermediates were oxidized 

initially formed during the forward scan.348 Hence, the oxidation peak in the forward scan 

is normally used to estimate the overall oxidation of ethanol on the electrode surface. It can 

be seen in Figure 3.84a, Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO possesses higher electrocatalytic ethanol 

oxidation as compared to Pd/rGO. The ethanol oxidation was normalized to the geometrical 

surface area of the GCE illustrated in Figure 3.84a which provides a current density of 

137.53 mAcm-2 for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. Furthermore, the fast detection of the oxidized species 

on the electrode surface was evaluated through SWV ranging from -1.0-0.5V, and the result 

was consistent with the CV measurements illustrated in Figure 3.84b. The ethanol 

oxidation was detected between 0-0.4 V (vs. SCE), which illustrated almost 160.81 and 

54.66 mAcm-2 for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO and Pd/rGO electrocatalysts, respectively. The 

durability and the long-term stability of the catalysts were further evaluated via 

chronoamperometric investigations in 0.5 M KOH+ 0.5 M ethanol aqueous solutions at 

respective voltage, Figure 3.84c. Both samples displayed an initial large decay in the 

current density attributed to the adsorption of carbonaceous intermediates on the electrode 

surface. After initial decay, the catalysts displayed excellent stability for over 3000 s, and 

the obtained current density was higher for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO as compared to the Pd/rGO, 

which makes it superior for EOR. The frequency response of the modified GCE electrodes 

was analyzed via electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. Figure 3.84d illustrated the 
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respective Nyquist plots of the modified electrodes with catalysts using a conventional 

three-electrode system under the same composition of solution that is used for other 

electrochemical investigations. The diameter of the semicircle in Figure 3.84d illustrates a 

low charge transfer resistance for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO than that of the Pd/rGO and vice versa. 

The inset in Figure 3.84d shows a low charge transfer resistance for Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. The 

results are consistent with CV results which demonstrated a much better EOR activity on 

the Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO electrocatalyst.  

 

Figure 3-84. (a) Cyclic voltammograms obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (b) 

Square wave voltammetry measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (c) 

Chronoamperometric measurements obtained for Pd/rGO and Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO. (d) 

Corresponding Nyquist plots.  
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While current density normalized to active mass of Pd is presented in Figure 3.85. 

 

Figure 3-85. Cyclic voltammograms (mass specific activity) obtained for Pd/rGO and 

Sr(OH)2Pd/rGO in 0.5 M KOH solution and 0.5 M ethanol solution. 
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4. Conclusions 

In summary, we reported transition metal (Cr, Mn, Fe, Zn) substituted α-Co(OH)2/NF 

electrodes as a cost-effective and long-lasting OER catalysts in an alkaline medium. The 

high performance could be attributed to the synergistic substitution of Co with transition 

metal in the crystal lattice of α-cobalt hydroxide. These electrodes displayed both high 

electrical double layer capacitance and favorable charge transfer resistance, which facilitate 

the OER kinetics. Furthermore, the presence of chloride ions was confirmed through XPS 

analysis which proved the retention of the parent α-Co(OH)2 in the composites. The TEM 

analysis shows lattice fringes which are in accordance with the growth of the crystal along 

the c-axis resulting in an increased surface area due to large separation of the layers which 

improved the OER kinetics in a strong alkaline electrolyte. These are major contributing 

factors that must be considered for the synthesis of OER electrocatalysts in the future. 

Moreover, the Mn and Zn substituted electrocatalysts possessed the lowest overpotential 

and highest current density at 2 V applied potential. Likewise, Mn substituted α-Co(OH)2 

generated a current density of approximately 2000 mAcm-1 at 2 V, highest among all the 

synthesized catalysts. Similarly, the long-term stability test shows that all the synthesized 

catalysts show a negligible loss in the current density after 24 h and can be used on a 

commercial scale in the near future.  Similarly, the detailed synthesis, electrochemical and 

physiochemical characterizations of graphene supported Pd/rGO, PdSr/rGO and 

PdCa/rGO electrocatalysts for both alkaline and acidic fuel cells are enlisted. The 

fabricated catalysts have a homogenous distribution of Ca and Pd for PdCa/rGO, and Sr 

and Pd for PdSr/rGO on graphene sheets. The electrocatalytic performance was evaluated 

for the oxidation of methanol, ethanol and formic acid serving as universal catalysts 
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because they catalyzed all the above-mentioned organic species. The obtained activity of 

the PdCa/rGO and PdSr/rGO electrocatalysts area as follows; Formic acid > methanol > 

ethanol. The obtained mass activity for PdCa/rGO is 4838.06, 4674.70 and 3906.49 mA 

mg-1 for formic acid, methanol, and ethanol, respectively. While, the obtained mass activity 

for PdSr/rGO is 5246.23 and 4767.74 mA mg-1 for methanol, and ethanol, respectively. 

Instantly, Sr and Ca were added due to their high lattice value of 6.08 and 5.58 Å to change 

the palladium d-band centers. The significantly improved activity was due to the high 

lattice constants of alkaline earth metals and partially due to the higher oxide content which 

helped in the removal of adsorbed intermediates.
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